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FARM ORGANIZATION AND FARM 
PROFITS IN TAMA COUNTY, I~WA 
By Clifford C. Taylor and Edgar B. Hurd' , 
To learn in detail how farmers in Tama County, Iowa, have 
combined the elements of their businesses into going concerns, 
and the financial results which have attended their attempt to 
secure the most profitably organized farm, is the purpose of this 
study. It seeks not only to learn the" anatomy" or organiza-
tion, but also, as far as possible, the" physiology", or operation, 
of the farming business as found in this area. It compares the 
organization of these farms in 1921 with that in 1918 and in 
1913. These three years, for which data have been secured, 
represent pre-war conditions, war-time prosperity at its height, 
and post-war depression at its worst. They provide a critical 
test for the economic principles which have been laid down for 
the guidance of farmers in the organization and management 
of their farms. 
The study attempts to show not only the normal, or usual, 
organization in each class of farms, but to give attention to ,those 
cases which show departure from the normal and the effects of 
such departure upon the farmer 's net income. In a gf'laeral 
sense, the study represents an attempt to examine the '~ays Illl i 
which these farmers have adjusted their production to their I 
more or less fixed environment of natural agricultural r'esources 
on the one hand and the ever changing economic environment on 
the other. It aims to throw some light on the ' problem of best , 
utilization of natural agricultural resources and to reveal points ' 
of flexibility in such utilization which will enable the farmer to 
adjust his business, for his own advantage, to the changes, ~n \ 
economic forces and conditions. ,.' , 
An additional purpose of the study as developed here is ,to I 
test the applicability of the multiple and partial correlati~n i 
method of analysis to farm organization survey data. ~~J, : 
METHOD OF STUDY . , 'f 
1'he survey method of research was used. Attention is 
called to the means used for getting the most accurate ;ififor- ' 
mation possible; first, the investigtion was made immediately 
after the close of the farm business year, to insure accurate in-
ventories; second, it was made to include the same area previ-
1. Acknowledge m ent is due the fa rme r s who s uppli ed t he origin a l data on 
which this s tudy is based, and to O. G. Lloy d , J ay 'Whitson , R. C. Eng-
berg, W'm. Bra nd, F. C. Fenton, E. H. Lott, H . VV. Reid. A . M. Smith 
a nd L. B. Snyder, who assisted in gath ering the 1913 data; to E. D. 
,Stra it, C . O. Brannen, R. D . J e nnings, Bruce McKinley, J . C . Rundles, 
C. F. Sarle and F. H. Shelleday, who a~s i sted in gath er ing the 1913 data; 
and to Elwyn L. Cady, C. W. Crickm a n and 'V. H . Youngman , who 
assiste d in gath e ring the 1921 data. The m ateria l fe r 1nS w as gathered 
coo pe r ative ly by the Iowa State and the U. S. Department of Agricul-
t1lI'C . 
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ously studied; third, special care was taken to get a fair sample; 
fourth, greater detail was sought in order to permit entering 
known items instead of estimated sums of known items; and fifth, 
reports were checked with special care inunediately after taking, 
and revisits made to correct or verify questionable items. 
The method employed in determining farm profits needs to 
be described at this point, inasmuch as it is the profits figure 
with which all the other factors contributing to the success 
or failure of the farm business are correlated, and these correla-
tions are introduced thru the body of the discussion, altho the 
presentation of the profits and losses themselves is reserved for 
nea-r the close. 
The steps in arriving at the profit or loss figure are first, 
the determining of gross farm incomes, then farm expense, giv-
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Fig. 1. Location of Farms Surveyed. 
This map shows the extent of the surveys of 1913, 1918 and 1921 and the 
degree to which the same farms were surveyed each year. 
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ing what is termed net farm income. From the net farm income 
are deducted certain imputed amounts, consisting of allowances 
for interest on the farmer's investment in working capital, the 
wages of the farmer and his family, and the rent of the farmer's 
land. The residuum is termed profits2. (See table XL.) In 
arriving at the gross farm income, the cash receipts were com-
bined with the accrued values of unsold 'products and other in-
creases in the inventory. There was also included an allowance 
for house rent as an item of income to the farmer from the farm 
business. This house rent was determined on a cost basis, by 
summating depreciation on the dwelling, interest at six percent 
on the value of the dwelling, and repairs. The expenses in-
cluded not only cash outlay, but depreciation on buildings and 
machinery. 
The method of multiple correlation was used in studying 
the influences affecting the farmer's profits and losses. This was 
done partly as an experiment in method and partly as a check 
on conclusions derived by cross tabulation analysis. The coeffi-
cients derived in the correlation study are collected in an appen-
dix at the close of the bulletin. 
The coefficient of variation is used to measure the degree 
of variation of a given factor, and to afford comparison between 
factors3. 
DESCRIPTION OF AREA 
Tama County lies a little east of the center of Iowa. Its soil is 
a dark loam, lying in the center of the western portion of the Mis-
sissippi loess soil area. It has an annual precipitation of from 30 
to 34 inches, an da mean temperature of 47 to 48 degrees. The 
area surveyed in 1922 included about four townships in the north-
ern part of the county. It is crossed by several small streams flow-
ing eastward into the Cedar River. It is along these streams that 
most of the woods occur. Except for hills in the vicinity of 
these streams, the topography is very gently rolling and ap-
proaches nearly level land on some farms. 
The first settlers came to this land about 70 years ago. They 
raised wheat, corn, cattle and hogs from that time until this, with 
an increasing proportion of oats, corn and hogs and a decreasing 
proportion of wheat, cattle and wild hay. 
Two railroads cross this area, intersecting at Traer. Very 
few farms are more than five miles from,a shipping point. 
2. The profits as computed for the year 1921 were nearly all negative. To 
facilitate handling these in correlations they were converted to pOSitive 
terms by an arbitrary constant addition. 
3. The coefficient of variation is calculated by dividing the standard devia-
tion b y the mean and multiplying by 100. This gives a measure for 
differe nces in variation which is comparable in the case of groups of 
d Ata w ith wide ly diffe rin!; m eans whe re the sta nda rd devia tions would 
be misleading by themselves. 
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TENURE 
The farms studied fall into the following five tenure classes: 
1. St1'aight owners: farmers who own all the land they 
operate. 
2. Owners additional: owner operators who increase their 
acreage by renting additional land. 
3. Cash renters: tenants who pay rent wholly in cash. 
4. Sha1'e 1'enters : tenants who give a share of the grain. 
They usually pay cash rent for the pasture land. Their hay land 
may be either cash rented or share rented. 
5. Stock-sha1'e 1'ente1'S: tenants who contribute, in general, 
only one-half of the working capital, who receive only one-half of 
the gross sales of crops and livestock, and who pay only one-half 
of the operating expenses excepting labor, which they bear alone, 
and excepting land taxes and other land and building costs, 
which their landlords bear alone. One of these stock-share rent-
ers also rented additional land for cash aJld two of them paid a 
cash bonus to their landlords. Occasionally the tenure of rent-
ers was a modification 01' combination of these prevailing types. 
The type of tenure is frequently a factor in the profits of 
the farm operator. In 1918 the cash renting tenants showed the 
highest profits, followed in order by owners additional, owners, 
crop-share tenants, and stock-share tenants. In 1921, the stock-
share tenants were most successful, followed in order by crop-
share renters, owner,s-additional, cash renting tenants, and 
owners. 
Relationship between landlord and tenant is an important 
factor in determining rental terms. Of the 144 tenants whose 
farms entered into the study in 1921, 42 Were sons of the own-
ers, 10 were renting from their fathers' estates, and 15 were 
otherwise related to their landlords. 
PART I-THE TYPE OF FARMING 
This portion of this bulletin presents the prevailing types 
of farm organization, both as to size and tenure, which were 
found in the area. Particular attention is paid to variations of 
individual farms from the normal and the relation of such vari-
ations to the profits or losses in the farm business. 
SIZE OF FARM 
Variation is the normal thing in all economic phenomena 
and farms are no exception. To the casual observer, one of the 
most striking differences between farms is the variation in the 
number of acres per farm. Variation in f!ize of farms is basic 
to variations in some other factors and is of direct and appre-
ciable influence in determining farm income. . 
Farms of this survey varied from 80 to 640 acres. The 
quarter secti"on (160 acres) was the most; common, followed by 
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200 acre, and 120 acre farms. Only 12 farms out of the entire 
237 surveyed in 1921 were above the one-half section (320 acres) 
class. The coefficient of variation was 41.09. This degree of 
variation is not as large as many of the other factors determin-
ing farm profits, as we shall see in later sections of the bulletin. 
Our primary concern is with the effect of the size of the 
farm on profits. It is a generally accepted dictum that profits 
increa·se with the size of the farm. The usual method of analysis 
by cross tabulation has indicated this effect in practically every 
survey that has been made since this method of investigation was 
inaugurated. This type of analysis applied to the survey fig-
ures of this study indicates a marked degree of increase of 
profits with size of farm in the two years 1913 and 1918, and a 
marked tendency in the opposite direction in 1921, as shown 
,by table XL. On the other hand, for one of these years the 
correlation method gave different results. For the 1913 figures, 
the zero order coefficient was practically zero. For 1918 it was 
+ .204, which indicated some slight degree of positive correla-
tion. For 1921 it was - .4367, which indicated a considerable 
degree of inverse correlation. In other words, in 1918 at the 
peak of prosperity and again in 1921 at the bottom of the de-
pression. the size of farm had a considerable effect upon profits. 
The large farm was an advantage in prosperous times and a 
disadvantage in unprosperous times. In a later section of the 
bulletin, these relations are worked out in multiple correlation, 
so that we get the net effect on farm profits of a unit change in 
this influence after other and countervailing influences are elim-
inated. These processes alter the coefficients referred to above 
considerably because other factors closely related to large acre-
age were more influential in affecting farm profits. 
The lesson to be drawn from these figures, of course, is that 
the proper and most profitable size of farm varies both with the 
individual operator and with the economic conditions. For the 
skilled farmer a larger size of farm means maximum profi,ts, 
while this is not so true of the unskilled farmer. Our cross tabu-
lation analysis statement depends upon averages of size groups 
and obscures the effect of the losses of the men who have tried 
to run too large a business for their own ability. One of the 
most important considerations in farm organization is the ad-
justment of size of business' to the operating capacity of the 
farmer. 
These figures show clearly enough the effect of changing 
economic conditions upon the relation of size to profits. They 
show that when prices are rising and business is unusually profit.. 
a:ble that the most profitable size is larger than under normal 
conditions, and particularly is it larger than under a condition 
of depression such as existed in 1921. The problem of the indi-
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vidual producer, therefore, is that of seeking means of expand-
ing his business to take advantage of r ising prices. H e must 
be extremely careful, however, to expand in a way which will 
permit of ready contraction when conditions turn and the smaller 
size of business means greater profits. Many farmers made the 
mistake in 1918 and 1919 of expanding their businesses thru the 
purchase of more land and expensive equipment which could not 
be disposed of at the purchase figures and which could not be 
oper,ated in 1921 except at a heavy loss. 
zz, Corn_ Oats Hal./ ~ ~. 
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Fig. 2. R a nge in land utilization for different purposes. 1921. Note the 
widely differing percentages of the land of the various fa rms in each specific 
crop. The heavy line represents the arithmetic avera~'e and the star the me-
dium. There is less dispersion in the case of corn and hay than in oats and 
pasture. 
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LAND UTILIZATION 
Variations in factors are not of major importance unless 
these variations are in some way associated with variations in pro-
fits. No matter what the size or type of tenure is, the amount of 
income existing will depend largely upon the efficient use of land; 
not only as to the percentage of the land in crops, but the per-
centage of the most profitable crops. and the yield per acre of 
these crops. In general, the chief crops of the area, as meas-
ured by acreage, are corn, pasture, oats and hay, in the order 
named. These crops represent the farmer's choice of his various 
alternatives. Two rotations are common: (1) corn, corn, oats, 
hay and pasture, and (2) corn, corn, oats, corn, oats, hay and 
pasture. The first rotation keeps two-fifths of the rotation area 
in corn, while the second rotation keeps three-severiths in corn. 
The average proportion approximates the second rotation. If 
the f.armer followling the first rotation fails to secure a good stand 
of clover with his oats, he will probably drop into the second 
rotation. However, no group of these farms shows as large a 
corn acreage as either of these rotations would require if strictly 
adhered to. Farmers appear to follow rotation schemes with 
only approximate strictness. 
Table I shows the average utilization of land grouped ac-
cording to acres operated on both the acre basis and percentage 
basis. The outstanding feature orthis table is the uniform per-
centage distribution presented by the size groups. The num-
ber of acres per farm had little influence in this area on land 
utilization. There is ,a tendency for the 200 acre group to have 
the highest percentage of land in corn and oats, namely, 58 per-
cent, while the smallest and largest farms have 52 percent and 
48 percent, respectively. The percentage of the land in timothy 
hay and clover hay is 14 percent on the smallest farms and it 
consistently decreases on the average as the size of farm in-
creases, with the exception of the highest two classes, where it 
is 10 percent. The number of cases here is small and the lower 
percentage may be due to errors in sampling. The percentage 
of the land in pasture increases in a very marked degree as the 
size of the farm increases. The larger farm economizes in the 
use of the land in buildings and roads. 
The results of the cross tabulation analysis are borne out by 
the coefficients of zero order between the percentages of each 
of the various crops and size of farm. Percentage of the land in 
corn has a slight tendency to inverse correlation, - .1450, while 
percentage of the land in pasture is correlated positively, .2337. 
The coefficients for hay and oats are sufficiently small to indi-
cate the lack of effect of size of farm on the growing of these 
crops. The coefficient for oats is - .0928. There is, of course, 
a forced inverse relationship between each of these crops; as 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE UTILIZATION OF LAND. TAMA COUNTY. IOWA. 
1921. 
Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
Acres (a). 
All Over 
Fms 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 340 
-- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- --Number of farms 237 13 32 71 35 41 16 17 12 
-
--
- - '- -- -- -- -- --Corn 71 29 42 57 74 86 95 109 132 
o ats 44 16 27 37 42 55 59 68 83 
Clover & timothy hay 20 12 14 16 23 23 20 32 44 
Other c rops 4 (b) 2 2 3 4 6 7 5 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
All crops 139 57 85 112 142 168 180 216 264 p asture 52 21 30 38 46 60 82 84 142 
\Voods 3 1 (b) 2 3 (b) 0 7 22 
Pnildings & roads 11 7 8 8 11 12 14 15 17 
Percentage 
CO-t-·n------------,35--33-34 ---:--'3'"5--:--3~8·-----,,-36~~35--34--30 
Oats 21 19 22 23 20 23 21 21 18 
Clover & timothy hay 10 14 11 10 10 10 7 10 10 
Other crops 2 (c) 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
---------
All crops 
Pf}.sture 
Woods 
Buildings & roads 
68 
25 
2 
5 
66 
25 
1 
8 
69 
24 
(C) 
7 
70 
24 
1 
5 
70 
23 
2 
5 
70 
25 
(c) 
5 
65 
30 
67 
27 
2 
4 
59 
32 
5 
4 
(a) The size c lassification herein given represents the midpoints of the 
s ize classification group. They are put in thus because nearly all of the 
farms represented a n acreage which was some multiple of 40. It seemed 
therefore more sign ificant to put this midpoint into the table than to 
put the class limits in. For example. the 120 acre group includes all 
farms between 100 acr es a nd 140 acres in size. In some cases,. therefore. 
the aver age of the groups will not quite equ a l the size designation. 
(b, Less than 'h acre. 
(C) Less than 'h percent. 
the percentage of one crop is increased it necessitates a smaller 
percentage of the other crops. The percentage of the land in 
hay, however, tends to remain more nearly constant regardless of 
ehanges in the percentage of the other crops4. 
Table II compares the average utilization of land for dif-
ferent tenures on the acre 'and percentage basis. Here again the 
general conclusion is one of relatively little correlation. Type 
{)f tenure for the year 1921 in Tama County revealed only slight 
modifications of the cropping system5 • About four percent more 
corn and two percent more oats are found on the share rented 
farms than on the owner farms. Likewise, there are about two 
percent more corn and three percent more oats on the cash 
rented than on the owner farms. Pasture land is proportion-
ately less on both the share rented and cash rented farms. 
There are three classes of pasture as shown by tables III 
and IV. Permanent tillable pasture is pasture which could be 
cultivated but which is left seeded down, usually in bluegrass. 
4. See table on coefficients of corre lation for 1921. 
5. q. L. Holmes. Bul. Iowa Agr. Expt. Station No. 214. May 1923. " Rela-
tIOn of T ypes of T enancy to Types of Farming in Iowa." 
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'l'ABLE II. AVERAGE UTILIZATION OF LAND. TAMA COUNTY, IOWA. 
1921. 
Grouped According to Tenure. 
Number of farms 
Corn 
Oats 
Clover & tim. 
Other crops 
I crops AI 
P asture 
Woods 
hay 
Bldgs. & roads 
Area 
AIl 
Farms 
---
237 
---
71 
44 
20 
4 
---
139 
52 
3 
11 
---
205 
Owners 
Owners Addi-
tional 
--- ---
80 33 
--- ---
68 78 
42 48 
19 24 
2 5 
--- ---
131 155 
55 61 
1 (a) 
10 11 
--- ---
197 227 
Percentage 
Corn 35--- 34 ---34 
Oats 21 
Clover & tim. hay 10 
Other crops 2 
---
All crops 68 
Pasture 25 
Woods 2 
Bldgs. & roads 5 
---
Total 100 
(a) Less than 'h acre. 
(b) Less than 'h percent. 
21 21 
10 11 
2 2 
---
---
67 68 
28 27 (a) (a) 
5 5 
---
---
100 100 
Cash 
Rent-
ers 
---
63 
---
74 
48 
19 
3 
---
144 
45 
2 
11 
---
202 
36 
24 
10 
1 
----
71 
23 
1 
5 
---
100 
- -
Stock-
Share nhaJ'e 
Rent- Rent-
ers Ie .'!' > 
--- ---
21 14 
--- ---
75 81 
46 45 
21 21 
6 8 
--- ---
148 155 
37 47 
3 11 
10 11 
---
---
198 224 
-
38 36 
23 20 
11 10 
3 3 
--- ---
75 69 
18 21 
2 5 
5 5 
--- ---
100 100 
It is the tendency for farms to have only one type without the 
other, but the larger farms are likely to have more non-tillable 
pasture, as shown by table III. Farms having a large amount of 
non-tillable pa;sture are not weU adapted for the share type of 
renting, and consequently, farms in this group have a small 
acreage of this type of pasture. 
The cropping system as found on different farms in this 
area varies widely, altho this difference is not sufficiently re-
TABLE III. PASTURE: KINDS AND AMOUNTS. 
Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
Acres 
-----------.,....All-80-TIO-160-200-2~280~0-Over 
Rotation 
Permanent till. 
Non-till. 
Total 
Fm~ 340 
24 
15 
13 
52 
10 
9 
2 
21 
21 
4 
5 
30 
Percentage 
20 
10 
8 
38 
22 
9 
15 
46 
28 
15 
17 
60 
20 
33 
29 
82 
25 
91 
18 
80 
40 
22 
84 142 
Rotation 1 46 1 48-170-15~1 48 1 47 1 24-1 30-1 56 '-Permanent till. 29 2 13 26 20 25 40 49 28 
Non-till. 25 10 17 21 32 28 36 21 16 
Total % of farm in pasture 25 25 24 24 23 25 30 27 32_ 
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TABLE IV. PASTURE: KINDS AND AMOUNTS. 
Grouped According to T enure. 
Acres 
Stock-
All Owners Cash Share share 
Farms Owners Addi- Rent- Rent- Rent 
tional e r s ers e rs 
- --- --- --- ---
.---
Rotation 24 26 36 20 15 20 
Permanent till. 15 16 12 10 14 23 
Non-till. 13 13 13 15 8 4 
--- --- --- --
---
Total 52 55 61 45 37 47 
----
Percentage 
Rotation 46 46 59 45 41 
P " rmanent till. 29 30 20 22 38 
Non-till 25 24 21 23 21 
--- --- --- ---
._--
Total % of farm in 
pasture 25 28 27 23 18 21 
._--
vealed by averages given in the tables, either for the size groups 
or the tenure groups. These variations in the cropping plan 
are due to several influences other than size of farm and tenure. 
The percentage of land in corn varies the least of any of the 
major crops, having a coefficient of variation of 26.42; oats is 
next with a coefficient of 41.50; pasture follows in order with a 
coefficient of 44.57, and hay with a coefficient of 56.21. It is 
significant that corn, which is the most important crop in the 
system and around which are built the other elements in the 
type of farming, shows the least variation, and that oats, hay 
and pasture, which are relatively unimportant and upon which 
profits depend to a much smaller degree, have such high varia-
tion. In spite of the wide degree of variation in the case of 
these last named crops, they exert very little influence on the 
profits, at least as revealed by the zero order coefficients. This 
coefficient for the percentage of land in corn was + .1647, while 
those for oats, hay and pasture were so low as to be of no sig-
nificance. 
The farmer has three ways of changing his utilization of 
land to meet changes in prices. He can increase the number of 
acres, change the proportion of crops or alter the intensity of a 
specific crop . The discussion of this last method of propor-
tioning land, labor and capital is left to the section on ex-
pense. The index of acres farmed, taking 1913 as a base, was 
143 for 1918, and 116 in 1921, as shown by table V. Within 
the tenure groups, it is hard to make any definite statements, 
but certain specific tendencies can readily be seen. Owners do 
not increase or decrease their area as much as do the other 
groups. Cash rented and crop-share rented farms are the most 
flexible of any of the groups and they change their acres to 
meet the change in prices when it becomes obvious that changes 
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TABLE V. LAND U TILIZATION 1913. 1918. 1921. 
Grouped According to T enure. 
Acres 
Stock-
All Owners Cash Share share 
Farms OWllers addi- Rent- Rent- Rent-
tional ers ers ers 
---
--- --- --- --- ---No. of Farms 
1013 965 - ,'311 146 373 78 57 
1918 210 104 34 88 16 9 
1921 237 80 33 63 21 14 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- --- ---Corn 
1913 57 57 78 38 68 80 
101 ~ ~4 67 68 7-4 73 74 
1921 71 68 78 74 75 81 
--- --- --- --- --- ---Oats 
1913 32 31 45 23 48 40 
1918 44 34 38 40 42 27 
1921 44 42 48 48 46 45 
---
--- --- --- --- ---Hay 
1913 20 23 26 12 20 27 
1918 19 16 15 14 16 21 
1921 20 19 24 19 21 21 
---
--- ---
~' 
--- ---
Pasture 
1913 44 53 61 26 31 70 
1018 69 64 52 56 36 77 
1921 52 55 61 45 37 47 
----.--
--- --- --- --- ---
Other crops 
1913 11 11 15 8 8 15 
1918 19 14 14 17 19 20 
1921 4 2 5 3 6 8 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
Acres farmed 
1913 164 175 225 107 175 232 
1918 235 195 187 201 186 219 
1921 191 186 216 189 185 202 
Percentage 
Corn 
1913 34 33 34 36 39 35 
1918 36 34 36 37 39 34 
1921 37 37 36 39 41 40 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
Oats 
1913 20 18 20 22 27 17 
1918 19 18 20 20 23 12 
1921 23 23 22 25 25 23 
--- --- --- --- ---
Hay 
1913 12 13 12 11 11 12 
1918 08 08 08 07 09 10 
1921 11 10 11 10 11 10 
---
--- --- --- ---
Pasture 
1913 27 30 27 24 18 30 
1918 29 33 28 28 19 35 
1921 27 29 28 24 20 23 
--- --- --- ---
._--
Other crops 
1913 07 06 07 07 05 06 
1918 08 07 08 08 10 09 
1921 02 01 03 02 03 04 
--- --- --- --- ---
Acres farmed 
1913 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1918 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1921 100 100 100 100 100 100 
--
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are desirable. The stock-share group has such a small number 
of cases that comparison cannot be made. The change in the 
proportion of crops for the three years was not nearly so marked 
as the change in acres farmed. The slight change of about three 
percent in the period is not great enough to warrant any con-
clusions except that farmers in general do not, within a short 
period, change their rotation to meet a change in prices. The 
decrease in other crops in 1921, from eight percent to two per-
cent, is the most striking change of the period. This decrease 
was caused mainly by the practical disappearance of barley from 
the cropping system. 
CROP YIELDS 
Table VI shows the average yield of corn on these farms, 
by size and tenure groups. Variation is slight between the 
groups and not of any definite trend. The yields were some-
what higher on the smallest farms , followed by the largest farms. 
In each of these groups the number of cases is small. The farms 
of about 200 acres, 240 acres and 320 acres showed corn yields 
slightly lower than the average, while the 160 and 280 acre farms 
had. slightly higher corn yields. Reduction of farm acreage, 
then, does not consistently increase crop yields. 
As between farms of different tenures, the yields are seen 
to be largest on the stock share rented farms and owner farms 
were second. This is to be expected, however, in view of the 
TABLE VI. CROP YIELDS PER ACRE. 
P a rt I-Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
Number of farms 
Corn yield (Bu.) 
SilH.ge (Tons ) 
Oats (Bu.) 
.Hay (Tons ) 
No. of farms 
Corn (Bu .) 
Silage (Tons ) 
Oats '(Bu.) 
Hay (Tons) 
---- ---- ----All 
Fms 80 120 160 200 240 
237 13 32 71 35 41 
53.1 57.1 63 .0 54.0 50.9 52.9 
7.7 9.5 5 .3 7.6 7.5 7.7 
31.6 36 .3 31.2 31.2 32 .5 32.0 
1.56 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5 
-------
P a rt II-Grouped According to T enure. 
All Owners Cash 
fa rms Owners Addi- R ent· 
tiona! ers 
--- --- --- ---
237 80 33 63 
--- --- --- ---
---
--- ---
--_. 
53.1 55.0 53 .0 51.1 
--- --- ---
~--
7.7 8.1 7.0 7.0 
--- --- --- ---
31.6 32.4 21. 7 29 .9 
--- --- --- ---1.56 1.6 1.5 1.5 
Over 
280 320 340 
16 17 13 
54.0 51.5 54.9 
8.9 7.5 7.8 
26.9 30.8 34.4 
1.7 
Share 
Rent-
ers 
---
21 
---
---
52 .0 
---
8.0 
---
31.6 
---
1.5 
1.5 1.9 
Stoc\<::-
share 
Rent-
ers 
14 
56.4 
8.4 
35.4 
1.8 
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TABLE VII. YIELD OF CROPS. 
Tama County 
- . --
Yea.' Ins 1918 1921 
NU111 lJer of farm s %5 210 237 
----
Corn. bus hels per ac re 49 45 53 
Oa t s , bu shels pe r acre 42 48 32 
B a. r .ey, bu sh e ls p er a c r e 25 36 
I 
.. 
Hay, tons per acre- 1.5 1.3 1.6 
greater importance of livestock. The cash rented farms ob-
tained the lowest yields, even lower than the share renters' 
yields. This is unexpected, in view of the fact that it is to the 
interest of the cash renter, who receives all of the increase in 
yield, to force up yields even more than the share renter, who 
rec~ves only a portion of his increased yield. 
Table VII, which gives a comparison of yields for the prin-
cipal crops for the three years of the survey, shows that 1921 
was an exceptionally good corn year for these farmers and an 
exceptionally poor year for oats. 
Variations in crop yields between individual farms of both 
the size and tenure groups are greater than between the averages 
of the groups themselves. This is shown by the coefficients of 
variation, which are for corn, 16.62, and for oats, 32.39. It is 
obvious that other factors affect yields which are of more influ-
ence than either tenure or size. 
Corn yield per acre has a slight effect on profits. For the 
year 1921 the zero order coefficient of correlation is + .1642. The 
oats yield per acre for this year gave a coefficient of practically 
zero. The lower price per bushel of oats probably decreases 
the size of this correlation. For the year 1913, the correlation 
was made on the basis of the so-called crop index, which com-
bines the yields of all crops into a single figure. The coefficient 
for this was + .263, which would indicate that yields had some 
slight effect. However, the crop index serves somewhat to ob-
scure the significance of yields of individual crops and makes 
this figure a questionable one. It would, of course, be absurd to 
say that crop yields normally have no effect upon profits. Higher 
yields in one year than another, thru favorable weather condi-
tions, certainly do affect the profits of the farmers as a class. 
But the higher yields secured by one farmer over those of his 
neighbors may be at the cost of additional cultivation and care, 
which if carried too far tends to eliminate "profits by increasing 
expense. The superior yields produced by greater efficiency and 
skill, reflected in better methods of cultivation and more care-
ful selection of seed, do of course increase income without a 
corresponding increase in costs. 
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DISPOSITION OF CROPS 
High yields from all crops obtained at reasonable cost are 
essential for profits as well as to have a high percent of the land 
in the best paying crops. However, assured of these two condi-
tions of success, it is not to be assumed that the whole story of 
profit making is told. There is a wide degree of variation in the 
method of disposal of crops. The farmer has three ways to dis-
pose of crops; he may increase the inventory, feed the crop or 
sell it. The first of these is only a temporary measure, for the 
farmer cannot hold a higher and higher percent of his crop, and 
the percentage put to this negative use must eventually approach 
or fluctuate around zero. For oats there is an additional outlet 
in its use for seed. For corn the number of bushels planted is 
insignificant, and of course none of the hay is disposed of in this 
way. Table VIII shows the disposition of crops produced, both 
as to actual bushels and percent of the production, grouped ac-
cording to acres operated for the year 1921. Three cropS' are 
listed here, oats, corn and hay. Silage is converted into equiva-
lent bushels for completeness and the separate disposition of 
silage is considered later. 
The amount of feed fed to livestock will depend upon the 
number of animals and the rate of feeding. For anyone year, 
the farmer has a certain amount of livestock on hand, requir-
ing a certain amount of feed for economical carrying. This may 
mean heavier or lighter purchases of feed stuff, or a decrease 
or increase of feed in inventory. Small size farms usually feed 
a high percent of their oats to livestock, and when a poor oat 
year comes along, like 1921, the inventory is decreased and a 
higher percent of the production is fed than usual. On the 
other hand, the corn crop was above the average and the in-
ventory was increased slightly on nearly all farms. 
Anticipated changes in price also have their effect on 
changes in inventories. Table XXX shows the price of corn, 
oats and hay for 1913, 1918 and 1921. The large farms sell 
much of their oats and a fall in price sometimes r:esults in a 
smaner percent being sold and a corresponding increase in in-
ventory, as happened in 1921. The increase in corn inventory 
for the larger farms is not as striking as is the case of oats, 
largely because of the higher percentage fed. 
The amount of oats seeded is not arrived at accurately, but 
is calculated by taking the number of acres sown and multiply-
ing this by the most common amount seeded. This results in 
the same amount of variation as was found for land in oats. The 
degree of variation, however, should be larger owing to the range 
in number of bushels sown per acre. 
The amount of oats fed and sold increases as the size of farm 
increases, yet on the basis of percent of the total production, the 
, 
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TABLE VIII. DISPOSITION OF CROPS PRODUCED. 
Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
Quantities. 
;'~-=;7'F:'::cr:""~"'i:"::='je=-i-n-in-v-e-n-to-r-y---11 ~:8 11 ~:611 1::11_~::11~~ 1\ 2::1_:::1 :::\ ::~ 
Plain ted 132 48 81 111 126 1651 1771 2041 249 
Fed 754 402 422 647 843 9821 8911 931 11,362 
Sold 527 186 273 501 516 5941 8071 8001 759 
~~~~U~~<:,i~:-"~C---______ I,I1.38511- 59011-836111,14411 1~ 355111~76311~58!-12~097:2'86( 
Increase in inventory 218 43 118 259 314 2341 -306 1 4011 538 
Fed (a) 2,5251,018 8092,1142,1612,85213,12213,926116,289 
Sold 1,044 625 691 695 1,298 1,430 3,29111,275 444 "'p---'ro'--'dO;-u=-C-;-t~io-n--------1 3.78711,686 11,61813,06813,77314,516 15,10715,60217,271 
ncrease In Inven ory HaI
y (Tons).. t 1--41-2\-3\-211-41-311-511-811-10 
Fed 261 131 171 22 26 251 26 1 381 64 
Sold 2 3 2 1 11 31 31 31 3 p=-'ro::'-d'u=-c-;-tl~'o-n-------- 321-181-221-251-311-311-341-49177-
(a) Includes a small portion planted. 
Percentage 
Outs (Eu) 1 1----./--.--.1--.1-----.1-----.1--
Increase in inventory -02 / -08 07 -101 -091 011 -181 081 17 
Plante d 10 08 10 lOr 09 1 09 1 11 1 101 09 
Fed 54 68 501 56 62 1 561 561 441 48 
Sold 38 32 33 44 38 341 511 381 26 
ProdC'-u'--c""ti-o-n ------ - 10011001-1001100 1-1001-1001 - 1001- 1001 - 100' 
C1~~r~~"'~:';:~:""i-n-i-n-v-en-t-o-ry--- ~1~I--;I~I~I~I~61~1- 0; 
Fed 67 60 50 69 571 631 61 1 701 87 
Sold 27 371 431 231 351 321 451 23 1 06 
~~;~~~~'7{n-in-v-e-n-t-or-y---1 1~; 11-1~~ 11-1~; 11-1~; 11-1~; II:-1~~ i 1;;i-1~;i-1~;-
Sold I 06 17 09 04 03 101 09 1 06 1 04 
P"'r--'occd..-'u=-c7'ti,--0-n-------1-10011001100 1100110011001100 1-100 1-10~ 
amount fed tends to decrease as the size of farm increases, while 
the amount sold fluctuates unevenly. The adjustment between 
the two in any case is taken care of by altering the inventory. 
On the whole, variation in size of farm does not affect methods 
of disposing of either oats or corn. 
Approximately 81 percent of the hay raised was fed. The 
inventory was increased about 13 percent and about 6 percent 
was sold regardess of size. The yield as well as the number of 
acres was slightly above the average in 1921, which easily ac-
counts for the increase in inventory. 
Table IX presents the same information for the tenure 
groups. It shows a clear demarcation in the farming practice 
between the groups, due to the effect of differences in lease. This 
is the first detail in which type of tenure has been shown to be 
markedly correlated with differences in the type of farming. 
The percentage Df the crops which was fed is lowest for the 
share rent farms, followed in order by the cash renters, owners 
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TABLE IX. DISPOSITION OF CROPS PRODUCED. 
Grouped According to T e nure. 
Quantities 
I All I I Addi- I Cash I ~:r~i: \ ~~~~~:-o~~~;s-~~~=~-~-e)-l~'n-i-nv-.--'1 F';~'I O~:'"I U:~;l I ';~;- 1- i~l ! R:~;-
Fed \ 754 827 874 629 I 396 I 727 
Sold 527 389 460 605 I 888* I 546 Produc·-Ct7io-n------1~385 - 11.381-.I-f515- I -l, 334 1,395 1_1,19_9_ 
Corn (Bu.) I I ,- -I I I Increase in inv. 218 239 187 328 I 68 I 52 
Fed 2,525 2,595 3,071 2,074 I 1,549 I 3,491 
Sold'---______ 1,044 760 787 1,246 I 2,307* I 780 
~t~~~~-~-On=SI=n=l=.n=v=. =='I'-3'7:;-I'-3'5:fl'-4'O:;~I'--3'6:; ~;-3'~~;~'3:;~ 
Sold 2 1 3 1 I 11* I 1 
ProducU-o-n----- 32 30 I 37 I 29 - I 32 I 39 
Percentage 
~=~=-----~--- ---- --- --- ---
Oats (Bu.) I I I I I ~~~~et~de in inv. II ~2 68 ~~ I ~41:51 III ~~! -H 
Sold ______ 38 28 30 64* I 46 
Production I 100_ 1_ 100'= 1= 100 I 100 I 100 _ 1_ 100 
C~~~r~~~~) in inv. 1----;-1---; 1- 5 I 9 I 2 I 1 
Fed 67 72 76 57 I 39 I 81 
Sold I 27 21 19 I 34 I 59* I 18 
Produc~t7io-n-----1 100 _ 1_ 100 _ 1 _ 100 - 1 - 100 I 100 I 100 
H~K:r~~~~S!n inv. 1--1-3- 1--1-0- 1 14- \ - 14 \ 6 - 1 - 10 
Fed 81 87 78 I 83 I 59 I 87 
Sold 6 3 8 I 3 I 35* I 3 
Produc-Uon I 100_1 __ 100 _ 1_ 100 _ 1_ 100_1_100_1_1_00 _ 
* Crops sold by share renters includes the whole of t h e landlord's share 
regardless of its ultimate dispOSition. 
additional, owners and stock-share. The amount sold takes the 
inverse order. Most of the hay sold, including the landlord 's 
share, is taken from the share rent farms, being 35 percent, as 
contrasted to three percent for the other tenure types, or 11 tons 
to 1 on the basis of amount. 
PURCHASE AND SALE OF CROPS 
Variation in methods of disposing of crops is greater than 
the average deviation between tenure and size groups would in-
dicate, largely because disposition dpes not consider purchases, 
and farms that buy do not as a rule sell. The buying farmers 
and the selling farmers when averaged together will give a fig-
ure which does not truly represent any type of farming. 
Table X gives the purchase and sale of corn and oats on the 
tenure basis, averaged for those reporting for the year 1921. 
Very few farms were self-sufficing as far as feed was concerned. 
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TABLE X. PURCHASE AND SALE OF CROPS. AVERAGED BY THOSE 
REPORTING. GROUPED BY TENURE. 
Corn 
Sale Purchase 
------- ------,\-c;Nc;cO,-. - % I bu. \ No. I % \ Bu 
I Ft~m:1 Ty;l.l-rm-I~~Tc-r'!'ii~I-U·~~ Owners Own. a dd. Cash r ent Share rent 
Stock rent 
50 94 1,788 14 1 22 1 513 
21 100 2,307 6 1 26 1 194 
6 43 1,795 1 1 1 7 1 710 
Oats 
-----------------------~ 
I F~~in: 1 T~tal I bu. I F~~in,1 Trtal \ Bu. 
2:.-' n-:-r-~d-d-·-----------------.-=-I i~ I ~~ I m 1~ I a m 
Cash rent 50 80 997 7 1 11 153 
Share rent 21 100 888 5 1 24 245 
Stock rent 1 9 64 __ -,8:::5-=-0 --,----,2=---,-1 --'l:..:4C---' __ --=2"'37 
Most of them were either buying or selling. All of the share 
renters sold, or gave to their landlords, corn and oats, which is 
consistent with the showing they made on the method of dis-
posal. The number of bushels sold in this case will be the same 
as in the previous table, but the other sales figures are all 
higher owing to a lower base being taken. 
Approximately the same percentage of the farmers sold 
corn as sold oats; however, the average amount of corn sold was 
about twice as great as of oats. Purchases of corn, and especially 
oats, lagged behind sales, both as to percent of farmers and num-
ber of bushels bought. 
In order to arrive at a way of comparing the degree of vari-
ation of purchases and sales of crops on farms, the percent of 
the crop which was fed was derived. "Where purchases were in 
excess of sales, the percent fed would be more than 100 and un-
der the opposite condition, less than 100. Coefficients of varia-
tion in the percentage fed were worked out for corn, oats and 
hay, and were found to be 83.89, 58.55 and 84.09, respectively. 
The high variation in the case of hay is surprising, as this crop 
is usually thought of as not entering into the channels of trade. 
These measures are twice as high as the corresponding ones for 
land utilization and crop yields for the same crops. When per-
cent of crop raised that was fed was correlated with farm profit", 
the coefficient of zero order was practically nothing. The small 
coefficients of correlation with the high coefficients of variation 
verify the proposition stated earlier, namely, that in details of 
farm practice which have very little to do with profits, the val'1-
ation will be high. This also leads to· one more conclusion, 
namely, that type of tenure does not affect farm profits thru 
difference in methods of disposing of crops insofar as this study 
reveals. 
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TABLE XI. DISPOSITION OF SILAGE, AVERAGED BY THOSE RE-
PORTING PRODuCTION. 
Grouped by T enure. 
Owners Stock-
Owners Addi- Cash Share share 
tional Rent- Rent- Rent-
--- --- --- --- ---Silos. Mar. I, 1921 24 12 14 4 6 
Silos, Mar. I, 1921 26 9 14 3 8 
--- --- --- --- ---
Inventory. Mar. I, 1921 55 . 6 84. 7 42. 7 61. 7 33.3 
Production 127.3 105.2 95.1 67.0 125.8 
--_. 
--- --- --- ---
Tota l 182.9 189.9 139.8 128.7 159.1 
---
--- --- --- ---
--- --- ---
--- ---
Fed 128.9 130. 8 94.3 91.3 ' 104.1 
Sold 
54.0 
2.7 1.4 7. 8 
Inventor y. Mar. I , 1922 59.1 42.8 36.0 47.2 
--- --- --- --- ---
Tota l 182.9 189.9 139.8 128.7 159. 1 
DISPOSITION OF SILAGE 
Table XI throws an interesting sidelight on the use of silage 
as one way of utilizing a part of the corn crop. The figures 
are averages of those reporting production in the tenure groups. 
The same relatIon of production to tenure exists as other crops 
fed, since silage is produced almost entirely for feed. One-
seventh of the share rent farms have silos, one-fourth of the cash 
renters and owner additional, one-third of the owners and one-
half of the stock share renters. The amount of production per 
silo also bears this same order for the tenure groups. 
LIVESTOOK SYSTEM 
PRODUCTION STOCK 
Tables XII and XIII present the opening inventory of live-
stock for 1921 from the farms grouped according to acres oper-
ated and by tenure, respectively. It attempts to place the live-
stock enterprises on the same basis as crops in tables I and II. 
The material presented in both cases represents physical plant 
as contrasted with current production. The inventory date, 
March 1, is practically the only time when an enumeration will 
come any where near representing physical plant alone and not 
include some production. Even at this time the difficulty is not 
entirely eliminated as some colts are included as well as feeders 
and lambs. 
About eight head of work stock per farm were used, an in-
significant proportion of which were mules. Colts were also of 
very small numerical importance, less than one per farm. This 
indicates that the horse enterprise is almost entirely an equip-
ment and expense element, consisting of work horses only. 'Com-
parison is afforded between farms of different size and different 
tenure. The 160 acre farms have only about two horses more 
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TABLE XII. LIVESTOCK OPENING INVENTORY 1921 PER FARM. 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ACRES OPERATED. 
I All I I I I I I I lOver ;:;====o;==~=====:=1 =:fm=i=s 80 120 }60_ 200 _24~1 280 1_320 I 340 _ 
Horses and mules / 7.8 / 4.2 I 5-:7-/s-:r/-7-:S--/ 9-:-01l0-:6lI0-:-5-111.8-
C"-o_,_ts"--________ .6 .. .3 .1 .8 .7 I .3 I 1.3 2.2 
Total horses /--;;'-4-216.0-' 6.8 18.6-'-9-,"d10.:9J11~~I14.0 
Mature cattle 116.4 1-8.0 112.3-\12.9 114.3 - 119.0 122~n29.1 128 .0 
Calves 1 6.3 1 3.2 / 4 .1 5.6 1 6 . 0 1 7 . 2 1 9.0 1 7.9 111.4 
S::,t.:..:e:.::e,::rs"--________ 8 .2 .5 2.6 5.5 7 . 6 11.3 I 6.6 113 .1 135.0 
T.==o=ta=l=c=a=t=t1=e======:;=13=0=.9=1~1~1~1~ 13~1~1~1~4-
Sows a nd boars 117 .0 111 .1 111 . 0 116 .9 115 . 9 11~.2 /20.8 /22.6 /25.0 
0=-t=h:..:e=-l'_h::.o=."ge,:S=----______ 110.9 \to.1 1 9.3 1 5.3 110.2 111.7 I 8.8 I 8.6 154.6 
/27.9 /21.2/20.3 /22.2/;-1- /29 . 9 /29.6 1~179.6 Total hogs 
Sheep 13 .8 12 . 0 , 4.4 , 3.2 [2.4 , 3.5 12.8 15.9 115.1 
L--".am=b.::.s _______ ---'I .2 1 .0 1 .. 1.1 .. 1 .. I .. 11.2 I 2.7 
Total sheep I U 1--;-;1~1--;;-1~1--;;1--;;1-:;1 117.8 
Poultry 1138 1127 1129 1139 1123 /146 /157 /152 /131 
than the 50 acre farms and the 320 acre farms only about 3.8 
more horses than the 160 acre group. In this connection it is 
necessary to note table XXV, which shows that the 240 acre, 320 
acre and larger farms have tractors on about every other farm, 
while the 200 acre farms and those smaller have tractors on only 
TABLE XIII. LIVESTOCK OPENING INVENTORY 1921 PER FARM. ' 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO TENURE. 
I All I I Ow~er I Cash I Share I Stock-Farms Owner a~di - Renters re nters share 
___________ tlOnal Renters 
Horses and mules '~1-7-.-7- 1-8-.-0-1~1~1 7.4 
COlts"----________ 1.6 .1 .6 .6 I .4 I 1. 
T=o=t==a=l =ho..:0:..:.r:..:.sec=s=======;=/ = 8=.=4-=' - 7-.8- ' ~,~;, ~, 8.4 
Mature cattle 116.4 117.2 116.2- ' 16.6- ' 11.3-' -12~ 
Calves 6.3 7.3 4.6 I 6.8 I 2.8 I 4.8 
S:..:t"'e..:.:er:..:s'---_______ 8.2 8.8 16.1 5.2 I 1.6 I 10.0 
~T~oo:::ta::.:l=c:::a~t=t1=e======/-;;;'----;3~3-'-36.9-1-;8:6- '-;-5~ ' - 27.1-
1 t~:g IliTllil-1u !~l~ Sows and boars Other hogs 
Total hogs , 27 . 9 , 27.8 34.7' 22.3 , 21.1 , 39.1i 
Lun=h",e",ec:,b=-s ________ 1 3 j 1 6:~ 1 u I 2.5 I " I :: 
'-4-.0-/~'-4-.6-'~ '--.. -'--.9-Total sheep 
Poultry , 138 , 145 , 146 , 140 , 113 I 121 
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TABLE XIV. NUMBER OF HEAD OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF LIVE-
STOCK PER 100 ACRES. BASED ON OPENING ·X'NVENTORY. 1921. 
Grouped a ccording to acres operated. 
Ove!' 
All 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 ~40 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Hurses and nlules 4 .1 5.25 4.75 4.2 3. 9 3.75 3.8 3 . 3 2.6 
Mature cattle ~ . 0 10.0 10.0 8.1 7.2 'i .9 7.9 9.1 6.0 
S ow ::; and boars 8 . 3 13.7 9.2 10.6 8.0 7.6 7.4 7.1 5.6 
Poultry 67.3 159 107 87 62 61 57 4.8 29 
11 to 19 percent of the farms. Farms without tractors averaged 
194 acres and 7.3 horses, or 26.5 acres per horse. F 'arms with 
tractors averaged 244 acres and 8.27 horses, or 29.5 acres per 
horse. Farms of 160 acres without tractors averaged 6.6 horses, 
and those with tractors 5.8 horses. Likewise, farms of 240 acres 
without tractors averaged 8.1 hbrses~ and those with tractors 9.0 
horses. Apparently the use of tractors displaced very few 
horses. Stock share renters appear to have the smallest number 
of horses. when the larger size of farm in this tenure is consid-
ered. They did not use tractors in an unusual proportion of 
cases. 
Cattle feeding is practiced to a considerable extent, and .1, 
good many beef calves were raised. As an average of all farms, 
there were on hand in March, 1921, 16.4 mature cattle other than 
steers, and 6.3 calves. The ratio of calves to cows kept is dis-
tinctly greater on the samll farm. The average of eight steers 
per farm is greatly exceeded on the largest farms, while on the 
smallest farms scarcely any steers are kept. Comparison be-
tween farms of different tenures shows that the crop share rent-
ers owned the fewest cattle per farm because they fed less crops. 
Owners additional had the most cattle, followed by the stock 
share. 
The decrease in the ratio of sows to mature cows as the 
size of farm increases is very significant. The increase in brood 
sows per farm, as the size of farm increased, was much less than 
was observed for cattle. Even the smallest farms had about 11 
sows per farm, while the largest farms had only twice as many_ 
The difference in the amount of hogs kept in the tenure groups, 
as shown in table XIII, is about the same as for cattle. It re-
veals again the method of disposing of crops. The order from. 
the lowest number to the highest is share rent, cash rent, owner,. 
owner additional and stock share. 
. . 
Sheep are of very little importance on the farms studied. 
They I1re found mostly in the owner and owner additional 
groups and on the largest farms. 
The number of poultry per farm is rairly constant, irrespec-
tive of size or tenure. The share renters had 113 chickens as; 
compared to 138 for all farms and 146 for the owner additional.. 
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Table XIV reduces the number 'of livestock on hand in 
March, 1921, to the number per 100 acres within the size group. 
These figures show, first, the economy in the use vf horse labor 
realized on the larger farms. However, this does not tell how 
much greater the utilization of horse labor is on the larger size 
farm, as the degree of cultivation is not exactly known. The per-
centage of acres in the various crops was about the same, and 
yield did not show any material difference as the size of farm 
increased, so that horse labor per acre should be about the same 
regardless of size. The larger farm no doubt is able to obtain 
greater utilization of horse labor. 
Both mature cattle and sows and boars decrease per 100 
acres as the size of farm increases. However, the decrease is 
more rapid for hogs than for cattle. This is more significant 
when considered in the light that hogs are more efficient users 
of feeds than cattle. The explanation lies in the fact that hog 
production is the first choice as to livestock on practically all 
these farms. On the smaller farms there is little opportunity for 
cattle, but as the size of farm increases cattle may be added to 
advantage to supplement hog raising. 
Further evidence of poultry being on the basis of a farm 
flock regardless of size of farm is afforded by the number per 
100 acres in the size groups. The number is 157 on the 80 acrt' 
farms and consistently decreases to 29 on the largest farms. 
Table XV shoW's the changes which took place in the live-
stock plant between 1913 and 1921. The horse enterprise de-
TABLE XV. LIVESTOCK: COMPARATIVE INVENTORY. 1913. 1918, 
1921. AVERAGED IN TENURE GROUPS. 
Owner Stock-
All Owner addi- Cash Share share 
Farms tional Renters renters Renters 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
HOI'ses 
1913 9,20 10.51 10.33 9.08 8.38 9.62 
1918 8.68 8.H 8.23 9.11 8.17 9.75 
1V21 8,4 7 . 8 8.6 8.7 8.1 8 . 4 
---
--- --- --- --- ---Cattle* 
1913 12.65 14.37 9.80 11,90 8.88 13 . 05 
1918 12 . 7 11.71 12.46 10.11 7.41 18 . 75 
1G21 16.4 17 . 2 16.2 16,6 11,3 12.3 
--- --- ---
---
-' -- ---Hogs 
1913 25.27 28.93 31.54 21.24 14.44 32,42 
1918 37.14 39.54 34,22 34,03 34.50 49 . 00 
1921 27 .9 27.8 31,7 22.3 21.1 39.5 
--- --- --- --- --- ---Sheep , 
1913 1.63 2.12 .03 .82 2.34 1.00 
1918 3.9 5.90 1.23 1.30 .50 2.83 
1921 3.8 6.4 4.6 2 . 5 .. .9 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
Poultry 
1913 159.95 172.16 167.09 156 . 80 131.86 139.82 
1918 133.95 129.84 149.62 135.03 95.00 157.58 
1921 138. 145. 146. 140. 113. 121. 
• Other than steers. 
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creased, owing to the unprofitableness of colts. There was an 
increase in hogs in 1918 while cattle remained about the same. 
The hog enterprise is capable of being expanded farther and 
faster on most farms than the cattle enterprise. Mature cattle 
continued to increase up to 1921, while hogs returned almost 
to their 1913 position. This reaction may be due to a complemen-
tary relation between hogs and cattle. 
Sheep never have been of any great importance in the com-
munity, yet the number in 1918 was approximately double that 
in 1913 and has remained steady since. They have been found 
largely in the owner and owner additional groups. The amount 
of poultry increased about 16 percent in 1918 and had increas-
ed slightly again by 1921. 
In any historical study of livestock, consideration must be 
given to the number of acres farmed any year. Table V pre-
sents the historical study of land utilization and number of acres 
farmed. A considerable part of the change in livestock inven-
tories for the three years may well be accounted for by change 
in the number of acres farmed. 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTIVITY 
An opening and a closing inventory for each class of live-
stock were taken, together with the number born, died, slaugh-
tered, bought and sold, so that a complete operating statement 
can be presented. With the opening inventory as a base, as 
crop acres were used in tables I and II, the livestock production 
and disposition can be figured, analogous to crop yields and dis-
position of crops. 
Crop acres and yield per acre of crops are ascertained from 
one growing season and farmers have little difficulty in calling 
to mind the facts. On the other hand, livestock production con-
tinues thruout the year and farmers have difficulty in remem-
bering back one year as to the exact number of each class of 
livestock. A smaller number of livestock was inventoried March 
1, 1921, than in 1922. This may be due to a non-compensating 
error in gathering the statistics. Many sales, particularly of 
hogs and cattle, take place about March first. Taking the 1921 
inventory a little more than one year later made it difficult to 
remember with exactness this opening inventory. Since an omis-
sion of a sale made early in March, 1921, would be also omitted 
from the opening inventory, on the assumption that the live-
stock were sold in February, 1921, a corresponding charge and 
credit are both omitted. However, this does not affect the net 
earnings appreciably. It is therefore likely that both the farm-
ers and the enumerators exhibited a tendency to avoid report-
ing March sales, the exact date of which was in doubt. More-
over, barren sows are not included as sows at the beginning of 
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the year, but it is not certain that such eliminations could be so 
accurately made at the end of the year. While these observa-
tions do not appreciably affect the financial returns, they must 
be considered in relation to the number of livestock reported. 
Table XVI gives the livestock operating statement for cattle 
for the year 1921, grouped according to acres operated. The 
sale of calves amounts to more than the purchases and about 
one-fourth of the gross increase. This proportion is lower on 
the medium sized fal'ms and higher on the small and large farms. 
A little less than one-fourth of the gross increase in steers 
were raised. This proportion was much greater on the small 
farms and much less on the large farms. The very large farms 
more than compensate for their small calf increase by heavy 
purchases of steers. The 280 acre group had the highest propor-
tionate increase in steers, while the 320 acre group was the low-
est in this respect. Incidentally, the farm profits prevailing on 
the 280 acre group were twice as great as those on the 320 acre 
group. Steer sales follow approximately gross increase, very 
little being taken from or added to the inventory except in the 
280 acre group where 10.5 steers were added. 
About three-fifths of the gross increase in mature cattle 
were raised and two-fifths purchased. Probably most of these 
TABLE XVI. OPERATING STATEMENT-CATTLE. 
Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
All Over 
rrnl ~ 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 320 
--
- - -- - -- - -
--
Calves 
Born 10.4 5.1 7.9 8.8 9.7 11.9 14.6 16 . 7 14.4 
Purchased 1.7 .. .3 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.4 2.4 
--
-- - -
- - - -- --Gross increase 12.1 5. 1 8.2 11.0 11 . 6 13.8 16.5 18.1 16.8 
Sales 3.0 1.7 2.6 2.6 2.4 3.3 2.0 5.3 6.4 
Butchered .1 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .2 
Died . 7 .4 .7 . 7 1.0 .3 1.0 . 7 .4 
- -- - - -
-
- - -
--
Tncreased inventory 3.0 .1 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.9 4.4 6.6 5.2 
Matured 5.3 7.7 3.0 5.4 5.4 6.2 9.0 5.3 4.8 
-
--
- - -- -
-
--
-- ---
-- --
-- --
-- - --
-- ---
Steers 
Raised 2.5 .9 1.1 3.0 2.0 2.5 3.9 2.4 3.3 
Purchased 8.9 .. 1.5 4.9 6.1 13 .0 29.6 7.4 32.2 
-- - - - -- - - -- --Gross increase 11 . 4 .9 2.6 7.9 8.1 15.5 33.5 9.8 35.5 
Sales 11.0 .8 2.5 7.3 9.8 16.0 22.7 12.0 35.8 
Died .1 .. .1 .1 .. .3 .. .3 
Butchered .1 .1 
-r: 8 .. .. .2 Increased inventory .3 .1 .. .4 -.5 10.5 -2 .2 -.8 
-- - - - - --
-- --
--
- -- - -- -- --
-- -- -- ---
Mature Cattle 
Raised 2.8 1.8 1.8 2.4 3.4 3.7 5.1 2.9 1.5 
Purchased 1.7 .7 2.1 1.1 1.7 1.9 1.0 2.4 4.8 
-- -- - -- -
-- -- -
Gross increase 4.5 2.5 3.9 3.5 5.J 5.6 6.1 5.3 6.3 
Sales 4.2 2.8 3.7 2.3 3.0 4.9 7.6 9.4 7.7 
Died .4 .1 .3 .3 .4 .5 .1 . 7 .5 
Butchered .1 .. .. .1 .2 .2 .1 .1 .2 
Increased inventory -.2 -.4 -.1 .8 1.5 .. -1.7 -4.9 -2.1 
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purchased were heifers for feeding purposes rather than breed-
ing. This relation is maintained in the size groups fairly con-
stantly with the exception of the largest three. The 280 acre 
group has a much larger percent raised while the 320 and 340 
• and over groups have the largest fraction in purchases. The 
sales follow gross increases closely and, with the died and slaugh-
tered, the number of mature cattle disposed of exceed those ob-
tained, thus resulting in a slightly decreased inventory. How-
ever, this slight decrease is not significant and may be due to 
errors in the opening inventory. 
The completeness with which agriculture has become com-
mercialized is indicated by the small amount of beef slaughter-
ed on farms. Approximately only one farmer in five takes the 
trouble to butcher. 
Table XVII shows the cattle operating statement for the 
tenure groups for 1921. The owner and owner additional 
groups raised more calves than the tenants. The stock-share 
tenants compensated by purchasing a larger number. However, 
the owner additional group did likewise so as to make the gross 
increase in calves higher for this group than any other. The 
crop share tenants were the lowest in this respect. The owner 
and owner additional classes sold only one-fifth of the gross in-
TABLE XVII. OPERATING STATEMENT. CATTLE. 
Grouped by T enure. 
Owners 
All Cwner addi- Cash Share 
Farms tional Renters Renters 
---
--_. 
---- --- ---
Calves 
Born 10.4 10.8 10.9 9 .8 8.2 
Purchased 1.7 1.0 3.4 1.2 1.1 
-
-.-
---
--- --- ---
Gross increase 12.1 11.8 14.3 11.0 9.3 
Sales 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.9 2.5 
Butch ered .1 .2 .4 .1 .1 
Died .7 .7 .7 . 7 .5 
l"'; . in Inv. 3.0 2.8 2.2 2.3 3 .6 
! 'I'·tured 5.3 5.4 8 .0 4.0 2.6 
--- --- --- ---
---
--- --~ --- --- ---
Steers 
Raised 2.5 2.3 3.1 1.7 .6 
Purchased 8.9 11.2 13.5 5 .8 2.4 
---
---
--~ --- ---
Gross increase 11.4 13.5 16.6 7.5 3.0 
Sales 10.0 10. 5 20.0 6.7 4. 3 
Died .1 .1 .1 .. .. 
Butchered .. .. . . 
-1:3 Inc. in Inv. .3 2.9 -3.5 .8 
---
---
--- --- ---
--- --- --- ---
---
Ma ure Cattle 
Raised 2 .8 3 .1 2.9 2.3 2.0 
Purchased 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.4 .9 
--- --- ---
--- ---
Gross increase 4.5 4.7 4 .7 3.7 2.9 
Sales 4.2 4.3 5.4 5.0 2.0 
Died .4 .4 .3 .3 .1 
B utchered .1 .1 .1 .1 
Inc. in Inv. -.2 - . 1 -1.1 -1. 7 .8 
St oele--
are 
nters 
Sh 
Re 
8 .2 
.4 3 
11 .6 
.9 
1 
2 
2 
2 
.6 
3. r, 
4.5 
3.0 
8.4 
1.4 
1.5 
.1 
-.2 
1.5 
4.7 
6.2 
1.5 
.2 
.1 
4.4 
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TABLE XVIII. LIVESTOCK OPERATING STATEMENT. HOGS 
All 
F'ms 80 120 
-- -- --
Pigs 
Spring born 80.3 53.2 58.1 
Fall born 12.1 10.9 9.9 
Purchased .2 .. .. 
-- -- --
Gross increase 92.6 64.1 68.0 
Died 8.3 6.3 8.5 
Matured 84.3 57.8 59.5 
-- -- --
-- -- --
ther hogs 
Raised 68.4 47.8 46.8 
Purchased 4.8 .2 .1 
-- -- --
Gross increase n.2 48.0 46.9 
Sales 51. 7 32.0 36.3 
l::Haughtered 2.7 1.8 2.6 
Died 8.4 8.2 5.5 
Increase in Inv. 10.4 6.0 2.5 
-- --
--. 
-------- -- --
--
,Breeding Stock 
Raised 15.9 10.0 12.7 
Purchased 4.0 2.2 2.4 
-- -- --
Gross increase 19.9 12.2 15 .1 
Sales 14.8 11.1 10.9 
Butchered .1 .1 
Died .5 .2 .4 
Increase in inv. 4.5 .8 3.8 
160 200 240 
-- -- --
76.0 75.2 89.0 
7.3 8.6 15.6 
. . .. .. 
--
-- --83.3 83.8 104.6 
3.6 8.9 6.3 
79.7 74.9 98.3 
-- --
--
-- -- --
65.7 57.2 83.2 
2.8 4.1 6.1 
-- -- --
68.5 61.3 89.3 
49.6 '19.1 57.1 
2.2 3.0 3.1 
8.2 4.9 11.4 
8.5 4.3 17.7 
-- --
--
-- -- --
14.1 17.7 15.1 
4.7 4.4 3.1 
--
--
--
18.8 22.1 18.2 
14.6 16.1 15.2 
.1 .1 
.5 .2 .5 
3.6 5.8 2.4 
1 
1 
1 
280 
14.8 
9.6 
2.5 
26.9 
21. 7 
05.2 
85.1 
9.4 
94.5 
64.9 
3.1 
2.7 
23.8 
20.1 
9.2 
29.3 
18.1 
.6 
320 
105.5 
19.6 
125.1 
22.0 
103.1 
84.9 
15.8 
100.7 
49.0 
3.5 
17.1 
31.1 
18.2 
3.8 
22.0 
14.2 
.2 
2.1 
Ove-r 
340 
97.3 
38.1 
135.4 
4.7 
130.7 
98.8 
10.8 
109.6 
101.0 
3.6 
12.3 
-7 .3 
31.9 
1.8 
1$ 3.7 
22.2 
.3 
1.7 
5.5 10 . 6..'-_--'-_ 9.5 
1:lrease in calves while the tenant groups sold one-fourth. This 
makes the increase in calf inventory, combined with the number 
of calves matured, greater for the owner classes than the tenants. 
The grain share renters are conspicuously low in l' 0th 
steers raised and purchased. The cash renters, while twice as 
high in both of these respects, are low also. The owner groups 
occupy an intermediate position, and the stock share renters 
have a greater gross increase than any other group. Steer sales 
follow approximately gross increases the same as for the size 
groups. 
A few mature cattle are raised in each class. The stock 
share farmers are the only ones to increase their inventory. The 
increase possible in the other groups indicates a higher percent-
ag of calves raised in 1922. Mature cattle remained constant 
or actually decreased. 
Table XVIII is the hog operating statement for 1921 group-
ed by acres operated. While fall pigs are important, there are 
six and two-thirds times as many spring pigs. Unlike cattle, of 
which a great many were purchased, only a very few were 
bought. Farmers find it most profitable to raise their own 
pigs. The number of pigs per acre decreases as the size of farm 
increases. This is to be expected in light of the fewer sows per 
acre. Pig losses are one of the main causes of lack of profits 
on farms. One-eleventh of the pigs raised to weaning age die. 
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Nearly all the gross increase in other hogs consisted of hogs 
raised, as less than one-sixteenth was purchased. This is just 
the opposite for steers. Death losses are fairly heavy as one-
ninth of these hogs die. About two or three hogs are slaughter-
ed on every farm. About one-fifth of the breeding stock is pur-
chased. Most of the brood sows are sold every summer and re-
placed in the winter by gilts. 
Table XIX, which gives the same information on the baSIS 
of tenure, shows stock share renters to have more brood sows, 
more pigs produced and more sows sold . than any other tenure 
group. The owners additional exceeded them in other hogs sold, 
due to larger pig litters weaned and fewer hogs kept over. The 
stock share renters lost fewer hogs thru death than any other 
tenure group, excepting crop share renters. The latter group 
raised the fewest hogs and yet, in view of the fact that they had 
so much less grain available for feeding, they produced a num-
ber remarkably close to that which the cash renters produced. It 
is apparent that the crop share renters with their limited sup-
ply of feed-stuffs chose to curtail the cattle enterprise more 
sharply than their hog enterprise. Perhaps this explains the re-
latively high farm profits of this group, along with the high 
farm profits of the stock share renters. More will be said sub-
sequently about this relationship. 
TABLE XIX. LIVESTOCK OPERATING STATEMENT. HOGS. 
Grouped by Tenure. 
All Owners Stock-
Farms Owners Addi- Cash Share share 
tional Renters Renters Renters 
--- --- --- ---
---
---
Piqs 
Spring born 80 .3 77.1 96.2 76.4 65.4 99.4 
Fall born 12.1 10.6 12.4 13.7 11.4 11.3 
Purchased .2 .. .. . . .. . . 
---
--- --- ---
--- ---
nross increase 92 . 6 87.7 108.6 90.1 76.8 110.7 
Died 8.3 5.9 13.0 9.5 7.1 8.6 
Matured 84 . 3 81.8 95.6 80 .6 69.7 112.1 
---
--- --- --- --- ---
--- ---
---
---
--_. 
---
Other hogs 
Raised 68.4 65.4 87.1 68.4 54.4 71.3 
Purchased 4.8 8.5 7.3 1.9 1.0 8.7 
--- --- ---
--_. 
--- ---
Gross increase 73.2 73.9 94.4 70.3 55.4 80.0 
Sales 51. 7 4~.1 73.6 45.0 41.0 55.1 
Butchered 2.7 2.6 2.8 3.1 2.5 2.8 
Died 8.4 9.4 13.0 11.8 3.3 5.5 
ncrease in inv. 10.4 12.8 5.0 10.4 8.6 16.6 
-- ---
--- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- --- ---
Breeding stock 
Raised 15.9 16.4 14.7 12.2 15 . 3 30.8 
. Purchased 4.0 3.7 8.0 3.5 2.5 4 . 1 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
Gross increase 19.9 20.1 22.7 15.7 17.8 34.9 
Sales 14.8 14.2 15.2 12 . 0 13.6 32.0 
Butchered .1 .2 .3 
Died .5 . 8 .9 .4 .2 .2 
Increase in inv. 4.5 4.9 6.6 3.3 3.7 2.7 
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TABLE XX. SHEEP OPERATING STA TE",IENT. AVERAGS FOR FARMS 
REPe RTING. 
L a mbs, 
I nyoice M a r . 1. 1921 l.0 Invoice M a r. 1. 1922 1.4 
Born 12 .7 S old 10.5 
Butc h e r e d . 3 
Died . 2 
Mature d 1.3 
Total 13 .7 T o t a l 13 .7 
Breeding Stoc k 
Invoice M a r. 1. 1921 16 . 2 Invoice M a r. 1 .1922 13 .5 
Purc h ased .9 S old 3 . 4 
Rai sed 1.3 Died 1.5 
Tota l 18 . 4 T o t a l 18.4 
In the same way a livestock operating statement could be 
worked out for horses, sheep, and poultry. Horses would not 
show much change thruout the year, and sheep are not found on 
all the farms. Poultry shows little variation on either the acre 
or tenure basis. For these reasons such statements have not 
been included. It is interesting to note that the crop share 
rented farm,s had a high average of horses bought and sold. This 
is wholly attributable to one farm whose owner made a specialty 
of buying diseased horses which he either cured and sold or kill-
ed and used as hog feed. 
Table XX is an operating statement for sheep, averaged 
only for those farms reporting sheep in 1921. The average 
farm flock was approximately 16 ewes in 1921 and 13 in 1922. 
Sheep were reported on only 55 farms. 
Poultry showed a very slight increase in 1922. Eighty-
seven birds were sold on the average and 37 were used at home. 
In addition to the number that died, 126 were produced. There 
was practically no poultry purchased by farmers. 
The number of livestock produced on a given farm tells in 
round figures the nature of the various livestock enterprises. 
However, this is a poor measure of productivity. For cattle and 
hogs, pounds of beef and pounds of pork are more accurate 
measures. 
Table XXII is a comparative statement of beef and hog 
production for the year 1921, grouped according to acres opera-
ted. Farmers on the average lost thru deaths about one pound 
of pork out of each 12 produced. This is very much higher on 
some farms , however, as the coefficient of variation is 172.28. 
With this wide degree of variation, and a fairly high zero order 
TABLE XXI. POU LTRY : OPERATING STATEMENT. AVERAGE ALL 
FARMS. 
Inv oice M a r . 1. 1921 
Purch ased 
Produced 
Tota l 
138 Inv oc ie Ma r . 1. 1922 
4 Sold 
126 Bu t ch e r e d 
268 Tota l 
] A4 
87 
37 
268 
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TABLE XXII. BEEF AND PORK PRODuCTION COMPARED-
GROUPED BY ACRES OPERATED. 
Pounds Produced Per Farm. 
II (~IS I 801 1201 1601 200 1 2401 280 1 32l03~~ 
T'"o'"'tCCCa'l -;l"'b-=-s.----;:hc::o~g-=-s -12o,242113,179 114,506118,491j19, 752122,120127, 760124,460132,662 
Lbs. dead hogs 1,759 1,378 1,689 1,274 1,585 1,9371 1,9031 3,8061 3,033 
Total neChogs--- 118,483111, 701112,817 \17 ,217 \18,617120,183 125,857120,654130,629 
Total net cattle 10,681 3,106 5,208 8,406 9,25813,46016,453116,153 126,147 
Lbs. of hogs pel" A. 90 146 107 108 91 1 84 1 921 641 69 
Lbs. of cattle per A. 62 35 42 52 46 561 601 .01 59 
coefficient of correlation, - .1989, one important factor contrib-
uting to failure on farms can readily be seen. The 320 acre group 
was very hard hit in this respect. They produced 3,000 pounds 
less pork and lost 2,000 more pounds in deaths than the 280 acre 
group. This low yield and high loss forced the profits ([own as 
shown by table XLI. 
While pounds of dead pork per farm has a wide degree of 
fluctuation, pounds of pork produced per farm has relatively 
little. The coefficient of variation is 65.12. This can be largely 
explained by differences due to dead hogs per farm and differ-
ences in tenure. When hog losses exist on farms, particularly 
when caused by hog cholera, they tend to become excessive and 
leave few pounds produced. The coefficient of correlation be-
tween pounds of dead pork and pounds of live pork is - .1937. 
The differences shown by the various tenure classes correspond 
to those shown in the operating statements given in table XIX. 
The fewest pounds were produced on the crop share . and cash 
rent farms and largest amounts on the stock share farms, follow-
ed closely by the owner additional and owner groups. The varia-
tion due to differences between the large and small farms is not 
as great as one might expect. The smallest farms produced 146 
pounds of pork to the acre while the largest farms produced on-
ly 69 pounds per acre. Thus the variation which would natural-
ly be expected, due to size of farm, is not realized. 
Pounds of pork per farm is slightly correlated with farm 
profits. The coefficient of zero order is .1057. However, poundH 
of pork per farm is likewise positively correlated with number 
of acres per farm, the coefficient of zero order being .3590, and 
TABLE XXIII. BEEF AND HOG PRODUCTION COMPARED. 
GROUPED BY TENURE. 
I All I lowne~s I Cash I Share IRenters Farms Owners ~ddl Renters Renters Stock-
. tlOnal share 
I I 
Total Ibs. hogs I 20,242 1 19,786 
Total lbs. dead hogs 1,759 1,482 
T",o::-it==a:;"l.:.:'n:':e7t "':hC::o'=g"cs-=-"-=----+/-'1"",s,'748;;:gi-:-I,/18,304 
Total net cattle 10,681 11,828 
Per acre hogs 90 . ·93 
Per acre cattle 52 60 
I I I I I 24,962 I 17,954 I 15,381 I 26.497 2,056 I 2,371 I 999 I 1,846 
13,399 8,994 I 5,906 I 11,670 /
22,906\15,583 I 14,382- 124,65C 
101 77 I 73 I 110 
59 4. 30 I 52 
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size of farm is negatively correlated with farm profits, - .4367. 
Consequently, when size of farm is held constant, the coefficient 
of first order between pounds of pork per farm and farm pro-
fits is considerably higher, +.3165. It is very difficult to draw any 
definite conclusions as to the relationship between any two vari-
ables because of the countervailing and supplementary influ-
ences; yet it is evident that pounds of pork produced per farm 
has considerably more influence on farm profits than is indi-
cated by the zero order coefficient. The present knowledge of 
the mathematics of correlation does not enable one to determine 
the countervailing influences that reduced the correlation in the 
zero order. It is ' simply true, that size of farm was a counter-
vailing influence, whether it is the only influence or whether it 
is acting independently or in connection with some other vari-
able cannot be stated. 
A little more than one-half as many pounds of beef is pro-
duced per acre as pounds of pork, on the average, because in 
none of the size or tenure groups does beef production excel hog 
production. Pounds of beef per farm profits give a negative 
correlation of - .1532. 
Pounds of beef and pounds of hogs per acre are subject to 
somewhat the same influences. For example, holding size of 
farm constant raised the zero order coefficient of correlation be-
tween pounds of beef and farm profits to a positive .0917, from 
negative - .1532. In this particular case the zero order coefficient 
by itself is misleading as the net relationship between pounds 
of beef produced and farm profits is practically zero as shown 
by the path coefficient. (See table V in the appendix). It ap-
pears that hogs returned a little more than the market price 
of the feed and increased the farm profits while cattle returns 
barely covered the costs, adding or subtracting very little to or 
from farm profits. The smallest farms produced the fewest 
pounds of beef per acre and as the size of farm increased the 
pounds of beef per acre increased. This increase is not very 
uniform and is not as great as the decrease in pork per acre. 
In the tenure groups the share rent farmer and the cash 
renters occupy the same relatively low rank in pork production. 
The stock share farmers rank first, however, followed by the 
owner additional and owner farms . 
. It is impossible to put too much emphasis on the increase 
in the ratio of beef to pork as the size of farm increases. It 
would seem that the technique of profitable operation retards 
the expansion of the hog business even tho land and feed re-
sources are abundant. The amount of feed per acre on small 
and large farms was about the same, and to take care of the 
difference in feed owing to fewer number of hogs per acre, the 
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large farms substituted cattle. The cattle enterprise, as sug-
gested by the coefficients of correlation, was not as profitable as 
the hog enterprise because of a relatively greater decrease in 
price. The cattle price index then stood at 96.4, while the hog 
price index was 122.1. The change in the ratio of beef to pork 
per acre is one important cause for lack of profits on large 
farms in 1921. 
The amount of livestock products produced concludes the 
discussion on livestock production. The most important group 
of these products came from the dairy. The following is a state-
ment of average amounts used in the farm home with the num-
ber of dozens of sggs: 
Pounds of butter .. ..... . .............. 183 
Pints of cream .. . ..................... 160 
Gallons of milk . .. . ....... . ............ 267 
Dozens of eggs ................. : .. .... 180 
Table XXIV shows the average amount of butter and but-
terfat sold in 1921, averaged by those reporting. The figures 
show the minor importance of dairying in the region. Appar-
ently the sale of butterfat and butter is merely the sale of sur-
plus product over home consumption. It would be natural to 
expect the owners and stock-share farmers to be much higher 
tha~ the grain and cash renters if the industry was carried as a 
major operation. The crop share renters did more dairying 
than the others because they had less feed at their disposal. 
They produced fewer pounds of pork and beef and made up for 
it, in part, by fJursuing the more intensive enterprise, dairying. 
FARM EQUIPMENT 
At this point an analysis should be made of the machinery 
and tools on these farms, expressed in physical units. Tables 
XXV and XXVI are inserted to show the number of machines 
in use per farm and the percentage of farms having these various 
machines in use. It is noticeable that the physical equipment 
does not increase proportionately with an increase in the size of 
TABLE XXIV. BUTTER AND BUTTERFAT SOLD-1921. AVERAGING 
THOSE REPORTING. 
Owners Stock-
Owners Addi- Cash Share share 
tional R ente rs Renters Renters 
--- --- ---
--- ---Percent of farms reporting 
sale of butter 29 24 27 20 21 
--- --- --- --- ---Percent of farms reporting 
sale of butterfat 50 50 68 81 57 
- - -
- --
- -- --- - - -
I .bs. of butter 179 101 273 148 320 
--- --- --- --- ---
Lbs. of butterfat 408 433 392 758 481 
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farms. Corn cultIvators Increase fastest, but with a lower bur-
den per acre and a higher utilization on the large farms. Small 
farm operators trade work and trade or borrow or hire machinery 
to the greatest extent, particularly with planters, drills, seeders, 
binders and hay machinery. Silage cutters are usually hired on 
the small farms. All wagons and tillage tools must usually be 
owned. Particular attention is called to the much greater extent 
to which large farms make use of such labor saving machinery 
as corn binders, manure spreaders, elevators and tractors. In 
spite of this fact, the large farms made greatest losses in 1921. 
Table XXVI al,so shows the large extent to which these farmers 
own interests in threshing outfits. These interests range from 
one-half to one-twelfth. 
Among farms of different tenures, the owners had the most 
equipment and the crop share renters had least. Very little 
difference existed, however, as to tractors. They averaged about 
one tractor to every four farms, irrespective of tenure. It will 
be remembered that horses likewise showed very little difference 
between tenure groups. (,see page 273.) 
That there has been an increase in the amount of machin-
ery per farm, particularly in labor saving machinery, is evi-
denced by the following comparison between 1913 and 1921 : 
Percent of farmers 
'having 
Disc 
Corn planter 
Corn binder 
Grain binder 
Hay loader 
Manure spreader 
Gas engines 
Grain elevators 
Silos 
1913 
98 
97 
28 
91 
76 
83 
65 
27 
10 
1921 
99 
97 
37 
90 
78 
93 
78 
62 
30a 
a. It is worthy of note that, with feed cheap and labor ex-
pensive, as it was in 1921, there were 10 out of 71 silos which 
were not filled. 
TABLE XXV. NUMBER OF MACHINES IN USE PER FARM. TAMA COUNTY. 1921 
Grouped by A c r es Operated I Grouped by T enure . 
. -
-
-
All SO 120 160 200 240 2S0--320 Ove r 'Own- Own. Cash Sha re 
fa rms 32L ers add. rent rent 
-- -- --
--- --- --- - - - - -- - -- --
--
- .-
W a gons 2.S 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.9 3 .8 3.5 4.2 2. 9 2.S 2.8 2.3 
Bugg ies 1.1 1.2 1.1 .9 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 .9 
Sleds 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.1 
W a lking plows .6 . 5 . 5 . 6 .7 .6 .7 .5 .S .8 . 3 .6 . 5 
Sulky & gang plow 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.1 1.6 1. 5 1.3 1.4 
-- ---
-- --
--
---
---
--
-- ---
--
-- --
H a rrows 1.1 .9 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 
Discs 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.1 1. 3 1.4 loS 1.7 loS 1.2 1.4 1.4 . 1.1 
e u I tiva tors 2.6 1.7 2.0 2 . 3 2 . 7 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.2 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.4 
Corn planter~ 1.0 .S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.0 .9 
Drill s & seeders .9 .S .S .9 .8 .9 1.0 .9 1.1 1.0 .8 1.0 .6 
-
._-
-- -- --
- - --
- --
-_. 
--
._--
-- -- -- ---
Corn binde r s .4 .0 .3 .2 .4 .4 .4 .6 .8 .4 .5 .3 .1 
Gra in binde r s . 9 .S .S .9 1.0 .9 1.1 1..1 1.2 1.0 .9 1.0 .7 
Mowers 1.0 .6 1.0 1.0 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 . 9 .9 .9 
Ra k es .7 . 5 .4 . 6 .7 .7 .9 .7 1.1 .7 .6 .7 . 4 
Loade r.:) .8 . 6 .S .7 .S .7 .9 . 9 . 9 .S .S .8 . 6 
-- -- -- -- --
--- --
-- -
-- -- --
-- ---
Ma nure spread e r s 1.0 .8 .S .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.1 1.0 .S 
Ele v a tors . 6 .6 .4 .5 . 7 .7 .S .S .S . 7 . 7 .7 . 4 
Sila g e cutte r s .12 .OS .05 .05 06 .15 .12 . 44 .44 .15 . 21 . 05 .05 
Gr a in cleaner s . 25 .0 . 2 .3 .2 .2 . 2 . 5 .6 .33 .20 .22 .21 
F eed g rinde r s .6 . 5 .6 . 5 .5 . 5 . 6 .S .S . 6 . 5 . 6 .6 
- - -- -- - - --- --- -- -- -- - - - - -- ---
Engines 1.1 .S 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.2 , 8 1. 8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 
Tractors . 25 . 2 . 2 . 2 .1 .4 .2 . 5 .6 . 25 . 26 .30 .21 
Auto & truck s .7 . 5 . 6 .6 . 6 .8 . 6 .9 .9 .7 .8 .7 .5 
Stock 
share 
----
2.6 
.6 
.9 
.4 
1.4 
----
1.1 
1. 4 
2 .3 
1.0 
. 9 
--
. 3 
1.0 
1.0 
.7 
.S 
- - --
1.0 
.6 
.14 
.2S 
.4 
---
.9 
.21 
.5 
.., 
00 
a. 
TABLE XXVI. PERCENTAGES OF FARMERS REPORTING VARIOUS MACIDNES IN USE; 237 FARMS, TAMA COUNTY, 
1921. 
Wagons 
Buggies 
Sleds 
Walking plow 
Sulky & gang plow 
H a rrows 
Di ~cs 
Cultivators 
Corn planters 
Drills & seeders 
Corn bind er 
Gra in binde r 
Mowers 
Rakes 
Loa ders 
Manure s preader 
Elevators 
Silage cutters 
Grain cleaners 
Feed grinder 
Engine 
Tractor 
Treshing mac. (a) 
Autos & trucks 
- - ---
Grouped by Acres Operated 
- All 1 - 80 -1- 120- 1 - 160 
farms 
% % % % 
100 100 100 100 
82 85 91 76 
97 100 94 96 
58 54 47 61 
98 92 97 99 
98 92 97 100 
99 100 97 100 
100 100 100 100 
97 97 97 97 
86 75 75 77 
37 85 28 25 90 69 92 
92 62 91 97 
55 46 31 55 
78 62 75 75 
93 85 84 93 
62 62 41 54 
16 8 6 7 
27 8 16 31 
58 54 62 54 
78 62 81 75 
25 15 19 16 
32 23 34 31 
92 85 97 90 
~.-.------
200 240 
--
% % 
100 100 
92 80 
94 100 
63 51 
97 100 
--
100 95 
97 1UU 
100 100 
97 lVO 
77 88 
-- ---
46 45 
94 92 
89 88 
60 58 
83 76 
--
---
94 98 
69 71 
17 20 
23 24 
51 51 
--
---
74 83 
11 44 
23 29 
86 98 
- -
Grouped by Tenure 
280 320 Over Own::- Own. Cash He ers add. rent 
-- -- -- --- -- --
% % % % % 100 100 100 100 100 100 
75 76 92 88 85 84 
100 100 100 89 100 94 
69 53 75 74 33 57 
100 100 100 99 100 98 
-- -- -- --
-_.-
--100 94 100 98 100 95 
100 1UO 100 9~ 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 10J 92 U9 IOU 97 
100 ' 94 92 94 73 90 
--- -----,- --- ---
-- --
38 63 75 41 45 33 
100 100 100 94 88 94 
100 100 100 96 85 92 
81 53 ~2 62 48 59 
88 94 92 81 82 82 
---
--- .-- -- -- --94 94 100 95 94 94 
81 71 75 68 61 68 
12 41 50 20 24 6 
25 47 58 38 21 22 
62 76 75 60 54 60 
--- --
--- ---
-- --
81 76 100 80 76 76 
25 47 60 26 24 30 
~8 94 100 ~9 100 95 
19 59 58 36 36 24 
(a) Part inte rest in thresh.ng machines ranged flOm "ne h a lf to one-twe lfth interest. 
Share Stock 
rent share 
-- ---
% % 
100 100 
67 57 
95 93 
48 43 
100 93 
--- ----
100 100 
lOO 100 
100 100 
90 n 
62 93 
--- ---
14 43 
67 100 
86 93 
38 64 
62 79 
-- ---81 86 
38 57 
5 28 
24 28 
52 43 
--
--71 64 
24 21 
~6 78 
29 43 
'" 00 
--l 
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE FARM BUSINESS 
Part II takes up a financial analysis of the farms surveyed, 
considering in turn, business assests, farm income, expenses, and 
finally, profits or losses. 
BUSINESS ASSETS 
It is impossible to express the physical plant entirely in 
terms of physical units, owing to differences in size and quality_ 
Dollars reduce these differences to a common denominator and 
make them comparable. 
Table XXVII shows the average assets on March 1, 1921, 
grouped according to acres operated, in 'dollars and in percent-
ages. The average capital investment is $58,000, 77 percent of 
wliich is land. Land values fluctuate from $120 per acre on the 
small farms to $230 on the 200 acre group, and then decrease to 
the 320 acre group, where it is $213. Land represents a small-
er percent of the total investment on the small farms. 
The percentage of investment in buildings equals 13 percent 
of the total and is, of course, highest on the smallest farms and 
decreases with increase in size. The average building value per 
TABLE XXVII. AVERAGE ASSETS ON MARCH I, 1921. GROUPED BY 
ACRES OPERATED. 
Dollars. 
80 \ 120 \ 160 \ 200 \ 
I I I Over 
\ All \ 240 I 280 I 320 I 340 fms I I I I 
Land 144,665116,840125,599135,116146,293152, 761160, 730168,2311 95,691 
Buildings 7,318 6,822 6,077 5,910 7,043 7,492 1 8,4621 9,1311 4,856 
Total real estate 151,983123,662131,676 141,026153,336160,253169,1921 77, 3621110, 547 
Horses 
\ 
758
1 290
1 
4611 6651 8141 8731 9241 1,0591 1,401 Cattle 1,493 579 801 1,096 1,263 1,929 1 1,8031 2,8141 3,568 
Hogs \ 568 349 388 515 568 616 1 6531 6181 1,260 Sheep 32 12 28 21 8 27 1 361 901 128 
Poultry 135 134 128 137 119 1401 1541 1491 123 
Total livestock I 2,9861 1,3641 1,8061 2,4341 2,7721 3,585 1 3,5701 4,7301 6,480 
Machinery 
\ 1, 5421 958\ 1,381 \ 1,38611,43811.655 1 1,7911 1,9271 
2,564 
Feed & supplies ,127 471 724 954 1,136 1,164 1 1,7791 1,3541 2,583 
Cash on hand I 370 2231 2361 278 312 4651 2231 4291 1,400 
Tota l 158,008126 ,678 135.823146,078158,994167,122176, 555185 ,8021123,57. 
Percent 
La.nd 771 63/ 71/ 76/ 78 1 
79 1 79 1 80 1 78 
Buildings 121 25 17 13 12 111 111 101 12 
Tota l real estate I 901 881 881 891 901 901 901 901 90 
Horses I ·.~I ·~I . ~~ :'1 ·!I il 11 11 1 Cattle II 21 31 3 Hogs 11 . :/ 1 Sheep .. \ .. I Poultry 11 .. 11 .. I Tota l livestock I 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 5 
Machinery 
I: 
31 41 41 31 ~I ~I 21 21 2 F eed & supplies 21 21 21 il 21 21 2 Cash on hand .. I 11 11 11 1 1 1 
Tota l I 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 100 
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acre is $38.61 The coefficient of variation is 73.17, and of corre-
lation with profits +.1897. The price of land per acre seems to be 
about the same regardless of buildings. This lack of adjustment 
to the amount of improvement investment per acre is likewise 
manifested in the rent charge. (See page ~ n . This probably 
accounts in part for the tendency to increasing profits on the 
smaller farms. 
For all farms, real estate equals 90 percent of the total in-
vestment, 88 percent on the smallest, and 90 percent on the larg-
est farms. This uniformity arises from th~ fact that real estate 
embraces both land and buildings and as the percentage in 
buildings rises the percentage in land falls, resulting in a uni-
form percentage in the two combined. 
Horses were valued at $750 on the average, or one percent 
of the total. Cattle were worth $1,500, or three percent. Hogs 
were much lower, amounting to only about $570. The combin-
ed livestock investments comprise five percent of the total and 
are fairly constant in the size groups. 
Machinery on the whole has the same relative place as cat-
tle, but is higher on the smaller farms and lower on the larger 
farms. The average value per acre is $8.12. The coefficient of 
variation is 62.08. The zero order coefficient of correlation be-
tween farm profits and the investment per acre in machinery 
was - .1214. This indicates that a large amount of machinery 
was unprofitable. 
On the average, feed and supplies investment, for all 
farms, equals $1,127, or two percent of the total. The percent of 
the total is fairly uniform in the size groups. Cash necessary 
to run the business is a small part of the total, amounting to 
less than one percent. 
The value of the real estate on the tenure basis does not 
vary greatly, as shown by table XXVIII , since the size of farm 
is nearly constant. However, the stock share farms, the larg-
est on the basis of value, have about $10,000 more than the av-
erage invested in land. The owners additional, grain share 
renters, cash renters, and owners follow in the order named. 
The order of the amount invested in buildings is somewhat the 
reverse. The owners, altho having the smallest amount in-
vested in land have the largest amount invested in buildings. 
The owners are followed closely by the owners additional. The 
tenant classes rank considerably lower than the owner groups. 
the order being stock share, grain share, and cash renters. 
The relative amounts invested in livestock, as between the 
tenure groups, are in approximately the same order as the num-
bers presented in table XIII, with the exception of horses which 
are used principally as a source of power rather than income. 
The differential between the tenure groups in this respect is dis-
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tinct. The amount invested in cattle decreases from .,the owner 
additional to the owner, stock share, and cash rent farins at the 
approximate rate of $300 per group, and the fall from the cash 
renter to the grain share is approximately $600. The invest-
ment in hogs is only about. one-third of that in cattle. The order 
TABLE XXVIII. AVERAGE ASSETS ON MARCH 1, 1921. GROUPED BY 
TENURE. 
Land 
Buildings 
Total real estate 
Horses 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Sheep 
Poultry 
Total livestock 
Machinery 
Feed and supplies 
Cash on hand 
Total 
Land 
Buildings 
Total real estate 
-- -
- --
Horses 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Sheep 
Poultry 
- --
Total livestock 
Machinery 
Feed and supplies 
Cash on hand 
Total 
Mortgage 
Landlord's equity 
Operator's equity 
Total 
Dollars. 
Owners 
All Addi- Cash Share 
Stock-
share 
renters farms Owners tional renters renters 
44,665 
7,318 
51,983 
--758-
1,493 ' 
568 
32 
135 
2,986 
41,357 
8,560 
~ 
--715-
1,663 
550 
60 
141 
3,129 
47,464 
8,178 
42,376 
5,740 
55,642 48,116 
-842- -750-
1,919 1,251 
757 413 
26 22 
145 132 
3,689 2,568 
44.589 
6,164 
50.753 
53,472 
6.685 
60 ,157 
- --
767 936 
695 1,591 
423 952 
115 
2,000 
4 
135 
3.618 
--- --- --- --- ---
- - ---- ---- ---- ---- - -
1,542 
1,127 
370 
58,008 
77 
13 
---
90 
---
1 
3 
1 
.. 
.. 
---
5 
---
3 
2 
. . 
---
100 
1,760 
1,257 
431 
56,494 
1,611 
1,292 
443 
62,677 
Percent 
73 76 
15 13 
--- ---
88 89 
--1- --1-
3 3 
1 1 
.. .. 
1 .. 
--- ---
6 5 
--- ---
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
--- ----
100 100 
Liabilities in dollars. 
. - - . - - -
8,142 13,196 9,935' 
.. .. 26,558 
49,866 43,196 26,184 
--- ---
-----
58,008 56,494 62,677 
1,376 
1,039 
354 
53,453 
79 
11 
---
90 
---
--1-
2 
1 
· . 1 
---
5 
---
3 
2 
· . 
---
100 
· . 
48,116 
5,337 
---
53,453 
1,105 
577 
216 
54.651 
82 
11 
---
93 
-- 2 
1 
1 
. . 
.. 
---
4 
---
2 
1 
. . 
---
100 
l,5 dO 
1.296 
261 
66,872 
80 
10 
---
90 
---
--1-
3 
1 
. . 
.. 
---
5 
---
2 
2 
1 
---
100 
50,753 I 62,902 
3.898 3.970 
--- ---
54,651 I 66,872 
• Operator's mortgage: the landlord's mortgage is not separated from his 
equity. The landlord's equity is invested in buildings and land with the 
exception of the stock share group. In this tenure group the landlord, 
besides owning the land and buildings, has invested $1,618 in cattle, $379 
in machinery, $64~ in feed and supplies and furnishes $100 cash. The 
balance of these items are owned by the tenant. For the cash. share and 
stock share farms the tenant has no equity in land or buildings. 
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TABLE XXIX. AVERAGE ASSETS. TAMA COUNTY. FOR YEARS 1913, 
1918 AND 1921. 
I Average per / Average per farm acre 
1913 \ 1918 I 1921 1913 I 1918 \ 1921 
Assets (a) I I I 1 Real estate $40.7171$55.833 $51.983/ $197 1 $254 $246 
Livestock 3.538 5.026 2.986 17 1 231 14 
Machinery 692 1.555 1.542 31 51 8 
(b) l<~eed and supplies 878 1.515 1.1271 41 71 5 
Cash on hand 202 397 370 1 1 21 2 '----$46~0271$63.9261$58.0081~21$2911$27li Tota l 
(a) Assets in 1913 and 1918 were derived by averaging the values at the be-
ginning and end of the year. Assets in 1921 represent the valuation at 
the beginning of the year. 
(b) Old crops sold during the year were not included in the opening In-
ventory in 1913 or 1918. but were included in 1921. 
of investment is approximately the same with the exception that 
stock share farmers are first and the grain share farmers have 
the same investment as the cash renters. 
The amount invested in feed and supplies is parallel to the 
livestock investment. Machiney and cash on hand do not show 
a great deal of variation. 
The variation in the percentage of the total of each class 
of investment in the tenure groups is rather slight, owing to the 
high percent taken in each case by real estate. 
Table XXVIII also lists the liabilities insofar as this was 
possibe for the tenure groups, from the standpoint of the opera-
tor. It is not feasible to do this for the size groups as the amount 
of mortgage would depend almost entirely on the proportion of 
owned to rented farms, and would have no significant relation 
to size. 
Table XXIX presents a comparison of assets for 1913, 
1918 and 1921, and the same figures reduced to the per acre 
basis. The value of real estate was greatly increased in 1918, 
altho not as high as it was in 1919, and had not dropped back de-
cidedly in 1921. The value of working capital rose and fell dur-
ing this period, excepting that of machinery. This was actually 
greater in 1921, largely because of the inclusion for the first 
time, in the 1921 data, of automobiles and some interests in 
threshing machines and a greater number of tractors. Feed and 
supplies would not have been higher in 1921 than in 1913 if old 
crops subsequently sold had not been eliminated from the 1913 
reports. 
SOURCES AND VALUE OF FARM INCOME 
The physical elements of the farm business which we have 
already discussed are relatively constant from year to year, but 
the profits for any particular year depend on the prices and 
costs of the sales and the purchases. After having determined 
~!Ie amount of the various things produced, the next step in 
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TABLE XXX. AVERAGE PRICES-TAMA COUNTY. 
Corn (Bu.) 
Oats (Bu.) 
Hay (Tons) 
Beef (Lb.) 
Pork (Lb.) 
Eggs (Doz.) 
W.ool (Lb.) 
Butter (Lb.) 
Butterfat (Lb.) 
1913 1918 1921 
.58 
.34 
9.00 
.164 
.181 
.273 
.261 
1. 37 
.62 
13.50 
.304 
.615 
.429 
.452 
.40 
.31 
8.05 
6.01 
8.24 
.2~6 
.20 
.342 
.331 
determining farm profits is to express these commodities in 
monetary values in order to arrive at gross income. Exact profi-
tableness of different enterprises and the most profitable combi-
nation of these enterprises can be determined for the individual 
farm only by means of cost accounts, and on a large number of 
farms by either cost accounts or statistical methods. The lat-
ter method has been used here. 
Table XXXI gives the sources and value of farm income 
grouped acording to acres operated both in actual amounts and 
on the percentage basis. Miscellaneous receipts comprise in-
come from sources that are not parts of the general farming 
business, such as acres rented out and road work. 
These figures displaying variations in sources of receipts 
with differences in the size of farm show some interesting situa-
TABLE XXXI. SOURCES AND VALUE OF FA.RM INCOME GROUPED 
BY ACRES OPERATED. 
( ;orn 
Oats 
Other crops 
Total crops 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Other liveRtock 
Livestock products 
Total Ii vestock 
House rent 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Corn 
Oats 
Other crops 
Total crops . 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Other livestock 
Livestock products 
Tota l livestock 
House rent 
Miscellaneous 
Tota l 
Dollars 
/ All I 801 1201 1601 I I I 
lOver 
fms I 2001 240 1 2801 3201 340 
! 483\ 266 1 3281 353\ 6161 5951 769 1 697 1 447 135 32/ 911 102 104 1 169 1 1401 2601 364 116 1 99 83 96 105 135 1 1531 1911 142 
I 7341 3971 5021 651 1 8261 89911,06411,1481 953 
I 63111181 2351 509 1 5571 8571 8481 97811,643 1,473 9411,0421,3191,42011,65612,08611,7121 2,463 51 78 88 29 491 62 1 271 491 84 
491 601 423 5041 434 1 5311 4731 4821 536 
I 2,64611,73811,78812,36112.46013,106 !3,43413,221 1 4,726 
I 351\ 405\ 3401 297 1 338 1 3671 3651 408 1 514 104 186 100 98 87 441 248 1 1041 121 
I 3,82512,72612,73013,30713,71114,41615,11114,8811 6,314 
Percentage 
12.6 ( 9.8( 12.0110.7 ( 16.6/13.5 1 15.11 14.31 7.1 3.5 1.1 3.3 3.1 2.8 3.81 2.71 5.31 5.8 
3.0 3.6 3.0 2.9 2.91 3.11 3.01 3.91 2.2 
19.11 14.5 1 18.3 1 16.71 27.3 1 20.41 20.8 1 23.51 15.1 
16.51 4.31 8.6115.41 15.01 19.41 16.61 20.01 26.0 38.4 34.5 38.2 39.9 38.31 37.51 40.8 1 35.11 39.0 
1.3 2.9 3.2 .8 1.3 1.4 1 .51 1.01 1.3 
12.8 1 22.1 15.5 15.2 11.7 1 12.01 9.31 9.91 8.5 
I 69.01 63.8 1 65.51 71.31 66.3 1 70.3 1 62.71 66.0 1 74.8 
9.2/14.9/12.5/ 9.0/ 9.1 / 8.3 1 7.1 1 8.41 8.2 
2.7 6.8 3.7 3.0 2.3 1.01 4.91 2.1 1 1.7 
1 100.01100.01100.01100.01100.01100.01100 01100.011 00.0 
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tions. The most noticeable variations are the increase in per-
centage of receipts from cattle and the decrease in percentage 
of receipts from livestock products with increase in size of 
farm. More significant, perhaps, are the figures given in table 
XXXII, which show changes in receipts from various sources 
per 100 acres with changes in the size of farm. 
There is a very high degree of variation in the receipts 
from the sale of crops. Tables VIII, IX and X show this as well 
as the coefficients of variation in percents of crops that were 
fed. (See page 271.) The coefficient of variation for receipts 
from the sale of corn per 100 acres is strikingly high, being 
128.51. The reason why this is higher than percent of the crop 
that was fed is that differences in total are greater than differ-
ences per acre, and receipts per 100 acres reflect the difference 
in prQduction more than percent of the total crop fed does. The 
coefficient of variation for receipts from sale of oats per 100 
acres is likewise high. It is 142.72. These differences are great-
er than Wlould be indicated in the average receipts from the 
sales on the size and tenure bases as shown by tables XXXI 
and XXXII. The zero order coefficient of correlation with pro-
fits for these items are - .0651 and - .0641, indicating that the 
sale of corn and oats did not affect profits. The receipts from 
corn and other crops constituted a smaller amount per acre 
and a smaller percent of the total income on the larger farms. 
Oats, however, had the opposite relation to size. The total crop 
income on the average is $734. It gradually decreases per acre 
as the size of farm increases, but the percent of the total income 
is highest for the medium size farms. 
The income from the sale of cattle materially increases, both 
per acre and in percent of the total, as size of farm increases. 
All other sources of receipts decrease per acre as the size of farm 
TABLE XXXII. SOURCES AND VALUE OF FARM INCOME PER 100 
ACRES. GROUPED BY ACRgS OPERATED. 
Corn 
""ts Other crops 
Total crops 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Other livestock 
Livestock products 
Total livestock 
House rent 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Rate of decrease in income 
per acre 
Dollars 
I All \ I I I I I I Over 
I fms 801 1201 1601 200 1 2401 2801 3201 340 
/ 2361 333/ 273 1 2221 3081 2491 2741 218 1 100 66 40 761 631 52 701 501 81 1 82 
I 56 123 69 60 531 56[ 56[ 60[ 32 
[ 358[ 496 1 418 1 3451 413 1 3751 3801 3591 214 
I mi1,m! mi mil mil ml ml ml ~~~ \ 25 97 -73 18 25 261 91 151 19 I 240 751 353 315 2171 2211 1691 1511 120 
11,291[2,172[1,49011,47511,23011,29511,22611,0071 1,062 
I 171/ 506/ 283 1 186/ 169/ 1521 1301 1271 115 51 233 841 61 44 18[ 891 331 27 
11,871[3,407[2,275[2,06711,856[1,840 II, 82511,5261 1,418 
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increases and the percent of the total which cattle receipts repre-
sent climbs from one of the minor enterprises on the small farms 
to a position second in importance to hogs on the larger farms. 
This re-affirms on the dollar basis the shift found between beef 
and pork as the size of farm increases, and is the most strik-
ing effect size of farm has on sources of receipts. Dairy and 
poultry products, like pork, are also relatively less important 
on the larger farms. 
The only way the relation between the receipts per farm 
from beef and pork could differ from the pounds produced would 
be a difference in the price received per pound.6 The coefficient 
of variation for price received per pound of pork produced was 
26.45, and the corresponding coefficient for beef was 114. The 
coefficient of correlation between price received for pork and 
farm profits was high enough to indicate a slight tendency in 
the positive direction: .1074. The correlation with profits of 
price received per pound of beef was practically zero, .0063. 
Both of these correlations were reduced in the path coefficients 
to indicate practically no effect on farm profits when the influ-
ence of other variables was eliminated. 
Hogs are the chief source of farm income. In no tenure or 
size group is there any source that equals it. The income per 
acre from hogs, unlike cattle, decreases as the size of farm in-
creases. The total income per acre from all sources, however, 
decreases so rapidly that hogs represent about the same propor-
tion of the farm enterprises as the size of farm increases. 
Other livestock consists of horses, sheep and poultry. The 
horse enterprise resulted in a loss. Sheep were found on only 
a few farms and poultry is of minor importance. This source 
of income, consequently, is not very large. 
Livestock products rank well as a source of income, being 
fourth on the average and second on the small farms. Cattle 
and corn rank ahead from the 200 acre group on. The coefficient 
of variation for this type of income is very large, 167.50. It is 
associated with profits, having a coefficient of correlation of 
+ .2315. This fairly high correlation may be due to a higher 
utilization of labor. 
Livestock as a whole is the chief source of income, being 
about 70 percent of the total. 
House rent, while an important item of gross income, does 
not influence net income because it has an equal expense. Mis-
cellaneous income amounts to a little over $100 on the average 
and is most important on the small farms. 
6. In calculating the price received per pound, the total number of pounds 
produced during the year w as considered, taking into consideration dif-
ference in inventories. Total r eceipts was next figured including differ-
ence in value due to increases Or decreases in inventory. The price per 
pound then equals the total value thus received divided by total pounds 
produced. 
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Gross farm income is $3,885 on the average. It increases 
in size as the size of farm increases, with the exception of the 
320 acre group. It is to be remembered that this group had a 
low hog yield and heavy pig losses. In spite of this increase in 
gross income per farm, the gross income per acre decreases ma-
terially as the size of farm increases. The gross income pel' 
acre decreases over 25 percent from the 80 acre group to the 120 
acre group. However, this rate of decrease amounts to less thalJ 
one percent per acre for all the larger farms with the exception 
of the 320 acre group. Whether or not the lower income per 
acre is more than compensated by the larger number of ac.'es 
of the large farms will depend upon the relative expenses in 
the two classes. 
Sources of farm receipts also vary with the type of tenure 
as shown by table XXXIII. Share rented farms have 35 per-
cent of their income from crops, cash renters are next with 25 
percent, and stock shares are last with 12 percent. This rela-
tion is reversed in the percent of receipts from cattle and hogs, 
altho the relationship is not so striking in the case of hogs as 
cattle. Livestock products are more or less for home consump-
tion and consequently the range in percentage is not very great. 
The order of gross farm income from greatest to least is stock 
share, owners additional, owners, share renters, and cash rent-
'!'ABLE XXXIII. SOURCES AND VALUE OF FARM INCOME. GROUPED 
BY, TENURE. 
Dollars 
All I lowners I Cash I Share I S~ock-
farms Owners tlgg~i , renters renters r:::t:'r~ 
co=o- '-.n---------+---c;483-1--356-1-339-1-631-1 -917- 1 -343-
Oats 135 116 132 I 150 I 228 I 86 
Other crops 116 91 152 104 1 178 I 124 
Tota l crop:.::s'---------+-73n--563-1-623-1-885-11.32n- 553-
Cattle I 631 I 713 I 780 I 531 1 303 1 1,104 
Other liv estock 51 43 72 23 I 123 117' 
Hogs 1,473 1,513 1,752 1,182 1 1,117 I 2,lH 
Livestock products 491 475 488 508 I 492 413 
Total livestock 1 2,646- 12.744- 13.092-1 - 2,244- 1- 2,036- 1- 3,778-
House rent 
Other receipts I 351 I 428 I 384 I 271 I 308= 1 29C 104 58 35 74 I 108 1 12 
Tota l 1 3:835-1-3:79:l-1---u.3CI~7n3.77.c1-r63r 
Percentage 
c"""o-r-n----------.-----..12.6- 1-9.-4- 1-8.21 18.2 1 24.3' 7,4 
Oats 3.5 3.0 3.2 4.3 1 6.0' 1.8 
Other crops"--______ 3.0 2.4 3.7 3.0' 4.7, 2.7 
ToiaiCrOps 19.CI-14.8-I--15~CI-25~5- -35.0--11.9-
Cattle I 16.5 I 18.81 18.9 I 15.3 Hogs 38.1 39.9 42.4 34.0 
Other livestock 1.3 1.1 1. 7 .7 
Livestock products 12.8 12.5 11.8 14.6 
8.0' 23.8 
2~:~ I 4U 
13.0 1 8.9 
Total livestock 1 69:-0-1-72:3- 1-74.9 64.6 53.9 I 81.5 
House rent I 9.2 I 11.3 I 9.3 7.8 
Other receipts 2.7 1.6 .8 2.1 
'l'otal ----'I'------,l=OO.O·'--i-I----,-l""OOiC'.'i-O "C--:1""0C;;:0""'. 0'-+, -=-=100.0 
8.2 I 6.3 
2.9 I .3 
100.0'1100.0-
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'TABLE XXXIV. CURRENT OPERATING EXPENSES 1921. GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO ACRES OPERATED. 
Dollars 
! f;;:~ i 80/ 120/ 160/ 2001 I I l Over 2401 2801 3201 34t) I I I I I I I 
Year nands 
1 
107
1 
56
1 
46
1 
271 76
1 
1941 1361 227 1 50& 
Month hands 120 18 84 170 1661 174 1 1171 26!i 
Day hands 2  2  21 30 25 191 551 281 3t) 
Corn picking 37 4 21 23 55 47 1 70 1 371 71 
Board for labor 136 16 35 86 208 1991 1421 2211 278 
Total hired labor (a) 427 120 123 250 5341 
625 1 5771 6301 1,154 
Crop expeonses 102 48 68 86 95 1241 1201 154 1 174 
Total feeds 255 318 151 266 
218
1 
3421 5441 2741 39() 
Other lives tock expense 87 63 67 78 7  951 111 1 131 1 121 
Machine hire 27 11 23 20 30 281 551 321 33 
Repairs on machinery 78 56 63 65 67 981 871 1121 12() 
Repairs on buildings 138 143 122 112 119 1421 1201 1951 341 
Repairs on fences 71 53 67 60 61 761 79 1 1111 103 
Fuel and oil for farm 52 37 31 37 50 71 1 551 891 106· 
Auto for farm 78 35 67 65 68 1141 491 1321 106· 
Te-le phone 10 8 7 10 11 111 14 1 101 12 
Insura nce 26 16 20 22 211 331 381 42 1 33. T a xes 362 199 211 290 364 3~91 4761 6061 7 ~9 
MiscelJaneous 27 4 6 11 61 211 841 94i 114 
Tota l current expenses I 1,74011.11111,026 11.37211,72212 .179 12.40912,6121 3,546. 
(al Includes the value of board, both furnished by the farm a nd purchased. 
ers. The farm profits in each of these classes will depend on the 
gross income minus the expenses. These figures have been sum-
mated in tables XLI and XLII. The figures for the three years 
studied are presented in table XL. 
ANALYSIS OF EXPENSES 
Having examined the farm income from the several sources, 
we turn now to a discussion of farm expenses. These in-
TABLE XXXV. CURRENT OPERATING EXPENSES. GROUPED BY 
TENURE. 
Year hands 
onth hands M 
C 
Day hands 
orn picking 
Board for labor 
Total hired labor 
rop expenses 
otal feeds 
._--.-
ther livestock expense 
achine hire 
epairs on machinery 
epairs on buildings 
epairs on fences 
Fuel and oil for farm 
Auto for farm use 
Telephone 
nsurance U 
'T 
M 
axes 
iscellaneous 
Total 
Dollars 
Owners 
Owne rs Addi-
tional 
--- ---
136 145 
84 109 
29 36 
33 42 
120 156 
-- ---
402 488 
98 111 
274 342 
91 109 
27 31 
91 75 
182 147 
82 73 
52 56 
81 101 
10 10 
26 29 
338 399 
48 23 
--- ---1,801 1,994 
-Stock-
Cash Share share 
renters renters renters 
--- ---
---62 122 71 
148 178 64 
22 10 40 
37 50 46 
121 210 127 
--- --- ---
390 570 348 
103 109 99 
178 135 168 
77 65 96 
28 15 39 
70 74 97 
101 106 122 
55 73 68 
58 37 48 
85 69 41 
10 9 12 
25 26 21 
350 313 404 
19 7 11 
--- --- ---
1,599 1,598 1,674 
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TABLE XXXVI. AVERAGE CURRENT OPERATING EXPENSES. COM-
PARING 1913, 1918 AND 1921. 
Dollars 
1913 1918 1921--
Labor (a) 331 528 427 
Crop expense 76 277 102 
Fceds 168 650 255 
Other livestock expense (b) 36 86 87 
Machine hire (b) 10 16 27 
R epairs on machinery 30 52 78 
Revairs on buildings 21 96 138 
He ,Jail's on fences 9 63 78 
Fuel and oil (b) 13 37 52 
Auto for farm use (c) 50 115 78 
'l'elephone (c) 10 10 10 
Insurance 
150 
23 26 
Taxes 217 362 
Mi scellaneou s 2 16 27 
---
Total curr ent expense 906 2,186 1,740 
(a) Board in 1913 and 1918 included only that portion which was purchased. 
a nd not that which was produced on the farm. Board in 1921 included 
both the purchased a nd the farm furnished portions. 
(hi Computed from 150 representative records. 
(CI This information was not asked in 1913. It represents a mere approxi-
mation for that year. 
clude not only actual current outlay but depreciation in build-
ings and machinery. 
The current expenses are presented in table XXXIV for 
the size groups and XXXV for the tenure groups. The histori-
cal aspect is presented in table XXXVI. Board is included at 
its full value because perquisites consumed by the hired labor 
and family have previously been credited in full. Board av-
eraged nearly $28 per month which is about 30 cents per meal. 
In the opinion of the writers, this figure includes a slight charge 
f or the housekeeper's labor of preparation which is not else-
where credited. This constitutes an error, however, of only a 
few dollars per farm. 
Very few year hands were employed except on the larg-
est farms. The value of perquisites furnished to married hired 
men living in "tenant" houses is included with board. 
Hired labor is seen to have amounted to nearly six months 
per farm and to have cost, in 1921, about $78 per month, $28 of 
which was board, or a wage of $50 per month plus board. The 
day labor and corn picking wage was at a considerably higher 
rate and the all-season labor at a lower rate than this average. 
Hired labor exepnse must be considered in relation to family 
and operator's labor expense which so frequently displaces it. 
In comparing labor costs between farms, a charge must be made 
for family and operator's labor in order to place the large and 
small farms on the same basis. 
In this connection it is well to note the relation hired labor 
bore to the total labor employed, expressed in months and value. 
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H;red I Family Operator's Total 
labor la bor labor lnbor 
;-;-;--,---;c:' ~-=-1o.:.;n.:..:t;::h-=-s -:-' --,-V.:;:a",lu",e,---:,:' i\=1-=-on"""t.hs ' Value ,Months I Value , Months , Value 
All farms I 5.5 I $427 I 3.9 I $298 I 11.8 I $948 I 21.3 I $1-;-673-
RO acres \ 1. 7 120 1. 8 1??, n. d ROh I 14. ~ I l.OAR 
120 acres 1. 3 I 123 I 1. 4 I 100 I 12.0 I 949, 14.7 , 1,048 
160 acres ' 3.4 250 3.1 2~6 11.8 925 , 18.3 , 1. ' 11 
200 acres , 6.9 , 5~4 I 2 . 5 I J 95 11 . ~ , ~7 2 I 21. 5 , 1.701 
240 acres I 8.3 I 625 I 3.1 I 244 I 11.9 I 971 I 2~.4 I l,R ' O 
280 acres , 7.4 577 R . ii 610 11 . 2 I ~R~ I 27.1 I ? 1 r.~ 
~20 acres I 7.9 I 630 , 10.3 I 827 I 12.0 I 947 I ~0.2 I 2,404 
Over 340 14 . 8 1,150 I 9.8 707 12.0 I 1,030 , 37.1 , ?R91 
Total labor on farms is not nearly so variable as many other 
factors previously considered, because the operator's labor is. 
practically a fixed amount and represents so large a part of 
the total labor supply. The coefficient of variation is 38.45. 
However, the price of labor was considerably higher than its 
marginal return per unit employed would warrant in 1921. ' 
This is indicated by the negative coefficient of correlation of 
- .5143. In other words, the use of labor at $78 per month was. 
distinctly unprofitable at 1921 price levels. The labor expense 
is the chief current expense, amounting to $427 on the average, 
and when added to proprietor and family labor gives the very 
significant total of $1,673. Months of man labor is also strong-
ly correlated positively with acres per farm, .6542. This is prob-
ably the main reason why the large farm was unprofitable in 
1921, and, going back one step further in the thread of inter-
relationships, it suggests one of the reasons why the zero order 
coefficient between beef cattle produced per farm and farm pro-
fits was a negative relationship. Mathematically the pull and 
counter pull of all these interrelationships cannot be worked out. 
Yet the results obtained indicate the complicated nature of the 
farming business and lead to the definite conclusion that true 
relationships cannot be ascertained directly from tabulated ma-
terial. They can be much more nearly ascertained by the method 
of multiple correlation here used. 
Direct crop expenses averaged about 50 cents per farm 
acre on all groups because the relative importance of the crop 
enterprises was quite uniform. (-See table II.) F 'eed expenses, 
principally for corn, tankage and mill feeds, averaged about 
$1.25 per acre but were much higher on the smallest farms and 
much lower per acre on the largest farms. The 280 acre and 
240 acre groups purchased the most feed. On the 280 acre 
farms this is largely attributed to the fact that they rented out 
considerable land on shares, the crop from which was brought 
onto the farm for feed. Its value was both credited to the farm 
as rent received and charged as feed purchased. Feed purchases 
on all groups, particularly the smallest farms, the 200 [lcre 
farms and the 320 acre farms, were influenced by the number 
of acres rented out. 
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At this point a feeding standard may profitably be inserted, 
showing for these 237 farms, averaging 205 acres operated, 
the amounts of feed consumed and the livestock and livestock 
products derived therefrom. The figures included in this sum-
mary are all included in tables prior to and including table 
XXXI. 
Probably Balance Produced planted fed 
Corn 10 Bu. 2.551 Bu. 10,681 pounds beef 
Oats 130 Bu. 812 Bu. ~O,242 pounds pork. 
Silage 
· . 
2a Tons 620 pounds butterfat 
H ay 
· . 
28 'l"on s 121 chickens sold and killed. 
T a nkage 
· . 
19 Cwt. 650 dozen eggs sold a nd u sed. 
Other feeds 
· . 
$59 In a ddition to the above. 8 horses 
Pasture .. 52 Acres and 4 sheep w e re kept. 
Assuming that one bushel of corn is equal to one-fifth ton 
of silage, two bushels of oats or 50 cents worth of sack feeds, 
the concentrates listed above equal 3,338 bushels of corn. As-
suming that one acre of pasture displaces one and one-half tons 
of hay, the roughage listed above equals 106 tons of hay. Straw 
and stover are not listed above. 
Since the most frequent size of farm is 160 acres, the cor-
responding data for farms of that size group follow. 
Probably Balance Produced planted fed 
Corn --7~Bu.- 2,12;) Bu. ~.406 pounds of beef. 
Oats 110 B.u 680 Bu. 18. 4a1 pounds of pork. 
Silage 18 Tons 6i5 pounds of butterfa t . 
H ay 
· . 
23 Tons no ch ickens 
Pasture .. 38 Acres 665 dozens of eggs. 
Tankage .. 15 Cwt. In a ddition to the above, 6 .{~ 
pther feeds 
· . 
$147 horses and 3 s heep were kept 
Total livestock expenses averaged about $1.65 per acre, but 
ranged from $4.40 for the smallest f.arms to $1.14 per acre for 
the largest farms. This is due to the relatively greater impor-
tance of livestock, particularly hogs, on the smaller farms. 
Machine hire expenses varied with the size of farm but 
were proportionately less on the largest farms because they were 
most fully equipped (table XXV). The 280 acre farmers sold 
the most corn (table VIII) and consequently, had the largest 
shelling expense. 
Repairs averaged $1.40 per acre. Machinery repairs av-
eraged 38 cents per acre. The average was 65 cents for the small-
est farms, but only 27 cents per acre for the largest farms be-
cause smaller farms not only use more labor per acre but also 
more machinery per acre. House repairs are offset elsewhere 
by a credit for house rent. Tenant houses were very infrequent 
so their repair costs were insignificant. Barn repairs and also 
fence repairs were considerably larger per acre on the smallest 
iar!}ls because of the fairly constant total cost, particularly of 
buildings, irrespective of size of farm. 
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Taxes averaged, including the tax on farm livestock and 
other equipment, over $1.70 per acre. Taxes were over $1.99 
per acre on the smallest farms but on other groups were very 
close to the averages of $1.70 per acre. 
Auto and truck expense was $78 per farm. It averaged 
38 cents per acre. This expense was intended to include only 
the cost of gasoline, oil, and license-leaving repairs, deprecia-
tion and interest to be included with the machinery classification. 
However, on 60 farms these last mentioned items, amounting 
to about $135 per auto, were also included in auto expense. 
Without their inclusion, auto expense for the first stated items 
would be $25 or $30 less altho the total expense would not be 
altered. Automobiles for farm use appeared on 92 percent of 
the farms and averaged 70 percent of a car per farm charge-
able to the farm business. Their depreciated value averaged 
$305 per farm or $460 per car. Auto depreciation averaged 
$70, repairs $42, and interest $24 per farm. A number of cars, 
for personal use only, are not included in these data. 
Fuel and oil for farm work is also an important item, aver-
aging $52 per farm. This large item arises from the general 
use of tractors and gasoline engines on these farms. It was 
also impossible to separate perfectly this expense from the auto 
expense discussed above for the reason that the same barrel fre-
quently supplied both the engines and autos. 
Insurance averaged $26 per farm. Had it been possible to 
ascertain landlord's insurance costs, this item woul'd have been 
considerably higher. No correction was made for this omission. 
Reviewing the above expenses presented in table XXXIV 
it is apparent that the individual farmer can diminish expendi-
tures appreciably only as to labor and livestock expenses. Other 
expenses are practically fixed if the land is to be used at all. 
Table XXXV presents the same expense data for farms of 
different tenures. Labor expenses were heaviest for the crop 
share renters who had the smallest families and the largest pro-
portion of the farm in grain. The amount of labor employed 
on the farms of different tenures, expressed in months, and the 
proportion represented by hired labor was as follows: 
The owners additional and the stock share renters, having 
the largest farms, would have been expected to employ more 
Month s of Man Labor 
I I Owners I Cash \ Share I Stock-share Owners additional renters renters ' r enters_ 
-----;'·-----.,M.-::o,---.'i"V'='ailue: Mo. ' Value l Mo. ,Va lue , Mo. ,Value ' Mo. ' Valu~ 
Family la bor / 5'J)4"0~2 7.1 I 488 , 5.1 390 I 5.6 I 570, 4.5 I 348 
Hired labor 4.2 332 4.3 307/ 4.2 309 2.5 198 I 4.0 ' 308 
Operator' s I , I 
labor I~~~~~~\~I-:~~.:-J::~:-~ 
Tota l I 21.1 1669 23.3 I 1785 I 21.5 1630 I 22.5 I 1770 , 20.9 I 1571 
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labor. The observation that stock share renters used only 20.9 
months of labor explains, in part, the better net returns on these 
farms. 
Crop expenses are nearly the same except that on stock 
share farms expenses for seed were lower. Very little hay was 
purchased on any farms altho the share renters and owners 
purchased the most. No silage was purchased. Corn was pur-
chased chiefly by owners and owners additional. Tankage and 
other feeds were important expenses on farms of all tenures but 
less so on crop share farms where less feeding was done. 
Veterinary and vaccination, particularly the latter, cost 
large amounts in 1921. Horseshoeing and breeding fees cost 
but little. 
Machine hire was larger on stock share rented farms due 
to the large amount of silo filling on these farms. 
On rented farms the repairs on buildings and fences 
amounted to considerably less than on owner or owner ad-
ditional farms. Considering the size of the farms, owner farms 
carried by far the highest repair charge and cash rented and 
share rented farms carried the lowest repair charges. 
Table XXXVI presents an interesting comparison of cur-
rent expenses insofar as such a comparison is possible in the pre-
war, war, and post-war years of 1913, 1918 and 1921. It appears 
that hired labor was of less amount in 1921 than in 1913 or 
1918. Its cost per month averaged $48, $71 and $78, respective-
ly, but these figures are not exactly comparable because the 1921 
cost includes the full cost of board, while the earlier costs includ-
ed only that portion of the hired man's living which was pur-
chased. It appears, however, that these farmers wisely econo-
mized on labor in 1921 which was disproportionately high that 
year. Seed expense had by 1921 lowered greatly but was still 
twice its 1913 size. Twine and threshing expenses were almost 
back to their 1913 level. Feed purchases were far below 1918 
but still above 1913. Since grain prices were not higher in 192J 
than in 1913 this must be interpreted as an increase in quanti. 
ties of feeds purchased. 
Veterinary and vaccination expenses were still high in 1921. 
This must be interpreted to mean that an increased amount of 
medical attention, particularly in the way of cholera vaccina-
tion, was being devoted to livestock. Horseshoeing expenses 
were slightly higher but breeding fees, due to the declining colt 
enterprise, were about half as great in 1921 as in 1913. 
Machine hire was highest in 1921 but this was largely due 
to the inclusion in 1921 of the corn shelling expense which to-
gether with the old corn sold, was previously omitted. 
Repairs were decidedly higher in 1918 and 1921 than in 
1913. This is probably due first to the higher price level, sec-
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ond, to the more expensive buildings after the period of pros-
perity, and third, to the difference in taking these data in the 
lleld. In 1918 and 1921 " normal repairs " for buildings were 
entered, that is, the estimated annual cost of building repairs. 
In 1921, which was a period of depression and of reduced ex-
penditures, normal and actual building repairs compared as 
fallows: 
House 
Tenant 
Barns 
Actual repairs 
$21 figure for 1913. 
NOI'mal repairs 
49 
1 
88 
Actual repain, 
22 
o 
40 
are seen to be still considerably above the 
Expenditure for fuel and oil has increased tremendous-
ly with the increase in farm motor power. Auto expense has 
also increased, especially in view of the fact that the full auto 
expense was included here in 1918 and only its operating cost' 
in 1921, repairs, depreciation, and interest being entered else-
where. 
Another unavoidable addition is the large increase in tax-
es. Taxes and insurance together were 158 percent higher in 
1921 than in 1913. On the whole, current expenses are seen 
to be double in 1921 what they were in 1913 and only slightly 
lower ($400) than in 1918. 
DEPRECIATION 
Depreciation on buildings and machinery on farms of dif-
ferent sizes is shown in table XXXVII in relation to their value 
and in relation to improvement charges which were not entered 
as expenses, but are shown here as a check against the de-
preciation charge. The extent to which improvements fell short 
of depreciation indicates the extent to which inroads were made 
upon this class of capital, providing that depreciation was cor-
rectly estimated. The depreciation on the house and tenant 
house have been added together and called dwelling deprecia-
tion. Depreciation on the house entered into the credit for 
house r ent and is cancelled in that way. It amounted to about 
$125 on farms of all sizes, which was 4.2 percent of the average 
value of nearly $3000. 
Depreciation on barns, including all outbuildings except 
the tenant house, averaged $222 per farm. It was less than 
this for the smaller farms, slightly higher on the larger farms, 
~nd extremely high ($616) on the larger farms. The smaller 
farms usually have the heavier depreciation charge per acre. 
The value of these barns averaged nearly $4200 per farm but 
averaged about $3000 on the smaller farms and about $5000 on 
the larger farms. The largest farms had $10,000 in barns. 
~' . Note exception on page 296. 
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"I'ABLE xxxvn. VALUE AND MAINTENANCE COST OF BUILDINGS 
AND MACHINERY, 1921. 
Grouped According to Acres Operated. 
-----------'1,--1 I I I 1----;-I-'I--I'Over 
All I 801 1201 1601 2001 2401 2801 3201 340 
Ifms I I I I I I I I 
DFCw=c;el"'li."..n.,-gs=---------I - 1-1-1-1 - I-I - 1-1 --
Value March E, 1921 3,12213,802\3,0872,60912,95713,11813,44813,9681 4,360 
Improvemenls 1921 76.... 13 1441 .. 1 .. 1 11 1,000 
D epreciation 1921 132 \ 156 116 110 1431 1371 1321 1281 225 
Value March 1, 1922 3,0663,6462,97112,51212,95812,98113,31613,8411 5,135 
Percent -depreciat~- I 4.21 4.11 3.81 - 4.21 4.81 4.4 1 4.41 ' 3.21-5.2 
B'V;\-';,-e -MarCh 1921 \4,196\3,020\2,99013,504/4,08714,37 414~315~63110,04~ 
Improvements 1921 I 62 1 191 84 59 1201 321 1001 OOj 167 
Depreciation 1921 222 162 138 \ 179 2221 257 1 219 1 2521 61S 
Value March 1922 14,03612,87712,9373,38413,98514,14914,79414,9121 9,592 
tt;Ge~~:::~iation 1921 11:55~:11 :~;II1,3::111,:~~1111':~:1:1,:~:i1:74~:i1':~~i~:~~ 
llmprovements 1921 82 153 77 64 48 341 521 1701 294' 
D epreciation 1921 234 142 226 214 222 2571 2441 2931 345 
Value March 1922 1,490 96911,232 1,236 1,26411,43211,5~911,8041 2,513 
Percent de:::.p.:::re::.c7ia---,t7io-n----'==-----1 15.21- 14.81 16.41 15.41 15.-41 15.51 13.61 15.21 - 13.4 
' Total - depreciation 1- 5881' 4601 - 4801 5031 - 5871 - 6511 - 5951 6731 ' 1,186 
Machinery depreciation averaged $234 on an average 
valuation of $1,542. It was higher on the larger farms, as were 
valuations, but not proportionately so. New machinery pur-
chased amounted to $82 and was far below depreciation-an-
other result of the lack of available funds in 1921. The depre-
ciation rate on machinery averaged 15.2 percent of the remain-
ing value. If this machinery is, on the average, one-half ex-
hausted this 15.2 percent corresponds to a rate of 7.5 percent 
of the new value and indicates an average length of life of 
nearly 14 years. 
Table XXXVIII presents a similar comparison of depre-
ciation and its relation to improvements and valuation on farms 
of different tenures. Owners and owners additional had houses 
-of greater value and depreciation correspondingly greater than 
the rented farms. Barns were similarly of higher value and 
reflected higher depreciation charge on the owner and owner 
.additional farms. Stock share rented farms were most similar 
to the owner farms in this respect. Machinery varied similarly 
between the different tenure groups, being highest in value. and 
depreciation cost on the owner farms and lowest on the crop 
share rented farms. 
Table XXXIX compares depreciation costs and related 
facts in 1913, 1918 and 1921. The value of the build~ngs -has. 
probably increased due to improvements, but an increased 
valuation due to increased replacement costs has also probably 
crept in to some extent. Depreciation is higher in 1921 due to-
higher base value and a higher estimated depreciation rate. In 
1913 depreciation was not obtained but is iNserted here by 
.assuming the 1921 rate to prevail in 1913. 
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"l'ABLE XXXVIII. AVERAGE VALUATION, IMPROVEMENTS AND DE-
PRECIATION ON BUILDINGS AND MACHINERY 1921. 
Grouped According to Tenure. 
Owners Stock-
Owners Addi- Cash Share share 
tional renters renters renters 
--- --- --- --- ----
Dwellings 
value March I, 1921 3,850 3,317 2,209 2,656 2,611 
Improvements 1921 224 2 .. .. .. 
Depreciation 1921 146 143 114 116 111 
Value March I, 1922 3,928 3,176 2,095 2,540 2,500 
--- --- --- --- ----
Percent depreciation 4.0 4.3 5.1 4.4 4.2 
--- --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- ---
Barns 
Value March I, 1921 4,710 4,861 3,531 3,508 3,967 
Improvemen ts 1921 54 48 84 6 107 
Depreciation 1921 250 250 194 207 195 
Value March I, 1922 4,514 4,659 3,421 3,307 3,879 
--- ---
--- --- ---
Percent depreciation 5.3 5.1 5.5 5.9 4.8 
--- --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- ---
Machinery 
Value March I, 1921 1,760 1,611 1,376 1,105 1,540 
Improvements 1921 90 73 103 29 46 
Depreciation 1921 268 262 201 154 252 
Value March I, 1922 1,582 1,422 1,278 980 1,334 
--- ---
--- --- ---
Percent Depreciation 15.2 16.3 14.6 13.9 16.4 
--- --- --- ---
----
Total depreciation 664 655 509 477 558 
Much of the high machinery valuation in 1921 is due to 
the inclusion of automobile values and threshing machine values 
for the first time. The automobile value amounted to $305 per 
farm in 1921, and the threshing machine value to $70 per farm. 
The inclusion of the automobile is also largely responsible for the 
higher average depreciation rate in 1921. The increasing use 
TABLE XXXIX. VALUATION, IMPROVEMENTS, DEPRECIATION 
BUILDINGS AND MACHINERY, COMPARING 1913, 1918 AND 1921. 
1913 1918 1921 
.House, value $1,558 - --$2,309- --- -$3,122 (Not com- (Not com-
.~mprovements puted) puted) 76 
Depreciation (b) 65 72 132 
Percent de~reciation 4.2 
-
3.1 4.2 
.Barns, value (a) ---1868 ---3,246 - --4-,195 -(Not com-
Improvements puted) 294 62 
. Depreciation . (b) 100 114 222 
'Percent depreciation 5.3 2.5 5.3 
:Machinery value 692 
-
---1,155 - 1.542 (Not com-
.~mprovements puted) 213 82 
:Depreciation 59 163 234 
:Percent depreciation 8.5 14.1 15.2 
Total depreciation 224 - ---349 
-
---588 -
(a) Includes value of silos of which there were 71 on the 237 farms of 1921 
or .3 silos per farm compared with .1 silos per farm in 1913. 
(b) This figure was not obtained in the 1913 survey. It Is inserted here 
as an approximation. 
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()f tractors was another cause contributing to this high value-
and high depreciation rate in 1921. Tractor values averaged 
$104 per farm. 
RENT 
The third main division of expense is rent or cost of real 
estate in the farm organization. There are two common me-
thods of charging for the use of land and buildings, (1) cash. 
rental value, and (2) the selling value multiplied by the pre-
vailing mortgage rate. The former method is a better measure· 
of its worth for any particular year for two reasons. First,. 
the selling value is enhanced by the expectation of future rises, 
in the price of land which does not enhance the price which can. 
be paid for its use for one year; and second, since rental con-· 
tracts are more frequently made than are sales, the rental value-
in a cash renting community can be more accurately appraised 
than can its selling value. Since the majority of these farmers: 
actually had cash rental contracts for at least a part of their 
land, an actual cost rather than an estimated cost of real es-
tate use was usually charged and, even where estimated rental 
values had to be used, they deviated but little from the other-
rents actually paid. Tl'ue, the rental value was lower at the. 
end of the year than at the beginning of the year, but this re-
duction would not have accrued to the renter in that year. It 
is also true that rental values were not proportionately higher 
on the farms with larger investment in buildings but to charge 
the existing rental value merely reflects the conditions actually 
existing. Any uniform interest rate applied to all alike would 
have overstated the rental value of the smaller or better im-
proved farms. A few highly improved farrns actually rented'_ 
for cash for less than they cost their owners during the year. 
The real estate chal'ge is therefore to be here measured by its: 
cash rental value and thereby made independent of the esti-
mated selling value of real estate. 
But certain charges, having appeared in general expenses. 
have already been deducted which are included in the .gross: 
cash rent. These are land taxes, fence maintenance, deprecia-
tion, repairs, and insurance on buildings, and grass seed. These 
are the expenses usually borne by a cash rent landlord. Con--
sequently the claim of real estate is not gross rent but net 
rent after deducting these landlord expenses. It includes inter-
est on permanent improvements. 
The gross cash rent and the landlord's charge with the 
resultant net rent is shown in tables XLI and XLII for size 
and tenure groups, respectively. Rent is one of the items of 
farm organization that varies the least as between farms. The 
coefficient of variation is 25.45. It had a tendency to decrease 
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TABLE XL. SUMMARY, INCOME, EXPENSES AND PROFIT RESULTS 
OF' THREE YEAHS COMPARED. AVERAGE ALL FARMS. 
Dollars 
1913 1918 19~1 
Gross c:J.~h ren t 1,034 1,534 2,047 
Lanu cl", rges 362 579 919 
Net rent 672 955 1.128 
CUlTent expense 906 2,186 1,740 
Depreciation 254 4n 588 
Interest working capital :172 567 483 
Family and proprietor labor 743 1.121 1,246 
Total expense and allowances (al 2,947 5,326 5,185 
Gross income 4,025 7.979 3,835 
Farm profit 1,078 2,653 -1, 350 
(a) For unpaid labor, land u se, etc. 
profits, that is the higher the rent charge per acre the less 
the profits. High rents reflected more productive land but also 
superior bargaining ability of certain landlords. The zero 
order coefficient of correlation was - .1800. If countervailing 
influences were eliminated this negative influence would prob-
ably be higher as the path coefficient was - .2753. The gross 
cash rent is the landlord's gross income from his property. In 
order to arrive at the landlord's net return, land charges such 
11S taxes, repairs, and depreciation on improvements must be 
deducted, as well as interest on the landlord's mortgage. Like~ 
wise in cases of share rent, adjustments must be made. (See 
table XLIV). 
PROFITS 
It has been one of our purposes thruout the foregoing 
discussion to analyze the factors determining farm profits, as 
explained on page 255. We have carried the financial expres-
sions of these factors forward in an accounting fashion . and the 
result is farm profits. With each step iri the discussion we 
have tried to reveal differences in the type of farming on 
both the acre and the tenure basis. We have tried to show 
the degree of variation in farming types and variations in pro-
'£ABLE XLI. SUMMARY INCOME, EXPENSES AND PROFITS In!. 
GROUPED BY ACRES. 
Dollars 
80 \ ----;:; \ ~ 1---;; \~ I 280 I 320 II ~~~r 
Gross rent 992-\l,244-\1.637- 12,006- 1-2~424-12.795-13.19n-3~ 8 02-
Landlord charges 720 649 745 790 1,006 1,018 I 1,284 I 1,992 
Net rent \ 272 - - 595- - 892 1.216 l,418- ,- l,77nl- 1,907- 111,810-
Family, Propri-
etor's la bor 928 1,049 1,161 1,167 1,215 1,592 1 1,774 1 1,737 
Current expen ses 1,111 1,026 1,372 1,722 2,17912,409 1 2,612 1 3,546 
Depreciation \ 460 480 503 587 651 595 1 673 1 1,186 
Interest on working 1 1 
capitn I 241 332 404 195 555 1 589 1 675 1 1,042 . 
T~W~~~~~~se a nd \ ~O~ \ -;'482- \~332'~8; \~01-;- 1~6-;-1-;64~ I 9,321 
Gross income 2.726 2,730 3,307 3,711 4,416 1 5111 1 4,881 I 6,314 
Farm_ profits I -286 I -752.J-1,025 [-1,!~~~I-l,851 1-2,760 1-3,OQ( 
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ductivity within a given type. We have tried to present the 
role of the various instruments of production in the order of 
cause to effect. We have given the simple or zero order coeffi-
cient of correlation of each variable with farm profits, and the 
amount of variation existing between farms with reference 
to each given factor. In many cases we have tried to explain 
some of the causes of the relationship of a given factor with 
farm profits by its association with other related factors. The 
theme of our discussion we have built around the year 1921; 
but we have tried as well to present the historical variations in 
the analysis of the 1913 and 1918 data. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of farm profits by tenre and size. 
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Our next task is to analyze the farm profit figures them-
selves, and as far as possible the net influence of a given factor 
in farm profits. We will try to note specificially in what man-
ner the farmers could have operated their business in 1921 on 
a more profitable basis and the modifications due to the differen-
ces in economic conditions that existed in 1918 and 1913. Fin-
ally, we will note the effect of tenure on family income. 
The method of calculating farm profits used in this bul-
letin considers the farm rather than the proprietor as the busi-
ness entity. It places all of the farms on a comparable basis. 
It charges the farm business at the market rate for all the land, 
labor and capital used by it, irrespective of whether it is fur-
nished by the operator or hired by him. For the individual 
producer, the farm profit cannot by itself be taken as the ex-
clusive guide in determining policy. It is only part of the 
story. The farmer is compelled to utilize his resources in or-
der to obtain the maximum return, and the alternate oppor-
tunities he may have as a hired man or the cost of hiring simi-
lar labor that his family furnishes, and even the prevailing cash 
rent for one year have very little weight in determining policy. 
The farm must be operated as a unit and the total family in-
come with opportunities for incomes in other lines, with capital 
requirements in different fields, as well as losses and gains 
arising out of changing fields of endeavor, must all be consider-
ed in changing policies." 
Farming in Tama County, Iowa, is still largely a family 
enterprise. Over one-half of the land is owned by the farmers. 
In 1921, 21.3 months of man labor were utilized on the average 
farm. Only 5.5 months was hired (p. 298). This means that 
75 percent of the labor used on the farm comes from the farm 
family. The farmer, even to a greater extent, supplies his 
own working capital, consisting of livestock and machinery. 
Contrasted to this type of business are many businesses which 
may be called capitalistic, in which nearly all of the cost goods 
are hired by the entrepreneurship instead of being furnished 
by it. In any business the expense of producing the product, 
based on opportunity cost, is merely imputing to the factors 
which produced the product an amount equal to the prevail-
ing market rate. In a capitalistic enterprise, wealth is actual-
ly distributed on this basis. However, to employ this same 
procedure in a family enterprise involves considerable fiction. 
The total long time family income is quite largely a unit sum 
8. In t.he long run the farmer mus t and will get a r e turn for his own labor. 
hi s fam ily's labo r. a nd his farm in\'es tment which is equal to t h e known 
possibl e r e turn from these resourCes when directed into the best alterna-
tive opportunities. Eventua ll y these opportunity costs do affec t his 
business pOlicies. It is undoubtedly true that on short notice h e cannot 
cut off these personal contributions from the farm business. 
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which for any particular year cannot be split into its elements 
on the accounting basis. However, there were 237 of these 
family enterprises of various sizes in the survey in 1921. These 
differences we have pointed out,. and in order to measure their 
relative effect on success, we have been compelled to use the 
concept of profits as the index of success. The following state-
ment from the averages for all farms in 1921 is an illustration 
of the method used in obtaining farm profits. 
Gross income 
Current expense 
Family and proprietor's labor 
Depreciation 
Interest on working capital at 8% 
Gross cash rent $2,047.00 
Deduct charges already included 919.00 
Net i'ent 
Expense 
$1,740.00 
1,246.00 
488.00 
483.00 
1,128.00 
$3,835.00 
5,185.00 
Farm profits - 1,350.00 
Most of these figures have been explained and presented in 
tabular form previously. Working capital was allowed interest 
at the rate of eight percent. It consists of the aggregate value at 
the beginning of the year of livestock, machinery, feed, and 
supplies and cash necessary to run the business. The rate js 
equal to the alternate value of investments of equal risk and 
was for the year the prevailing bank loan rate. 
Table XL shows the average farm income, expenses and 
profits for the three years, 1913, 1918 and 1921. Assuming 
1913 to be normal, the expenses of the various cost goods are 
abnormally high in 1918 and 1921, and the gross income is even 
a little lower in the depression year of 1921 than in 1913. The 
most significant thing in the 1921 figures is that the volume of 
expenses has been carried over from the boom period, repre-
sented by 1918, while the gross income has dropped somewhat 
below the normal, as represented by the 1913 figures . It is 
interesting to note, however, that most of the increase in ex-
pense comes from things supplied largely by the farmer him-
self. In 1918 the net rent increased almost $300 over 1913, 
and again by 1921, another $200. Current expense consists 
largely of labor as shown by table XXXVI. Approximately 70 
percent of the labor bill is operator or family labor. (See p. 297.) 
Depreciation is somewhat larger on buildings and equipment for 
the later years but is subject to errors as pointed out on page 
304. The same may be said of interest on working capital. The 
various items of expense represent the method of distributing 
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the product to the factors contributing to it. Where these 
factors are largely owned by the proprietor, the expense items 
represent pay at the market rate. For anyone year these ex-
penses tend to become fixed and since gross income fluctuates 
up and down the differences is reflected in the profits figure. 
The year 1918 was a period of expansion. The gross in-
come was larger for two reasons; increase in physical plant 
as shown for land in table V and livestock in table XV, and 
increase in price as shown by table XXX. The total expense 
is also higher for two reasons; more units of the factors employ-
ed and a higher price per unit. In agriculture, a productive 
program is outlined and partially contracted for years in ad-
vance, and · fixed expenses tend to continue at a constant rate, 
after being established. The higher prices for farm products in 
1918 and 1919 forced up the price of cost goods owing to the 
competition of the operators. These cost goods remained at 
the higher level in 1920 and 1921 owing to the long time na-
ture of agricultural production, and when the fall in prices of 
farm products came in 1921 the net figure, farm profits, was 
changed on the average to a heavy loss. 
Table XLI presents a statement of income, expenses and 
profits grouped according to acres operated. The one striking 
conclusion from this table is the uniform increases in losses 
as the size of farm increases. There are four evident reasons 
for poorer showing of the larger farms; (1) sub-marginal re-
turn on land; (2) sub-marginal return on labor; (3) building 
values per acre were higher on the smaller farms, and (4) there 
was a change in the type of farming with a change in the size 
of farm. 
The gross income on farms decreases per acre as farm size 
increases, as shown by table XXXII. Provided there is a flex-
ible supply of land and other factors , the farmer should add 
acres of land to his organization, recognizing the lower return 
per acre, until the last addition would just pay for the trouble 
of operating it. During different periods in the business cycle 
this most profitable size will be at different points. A very 
large farm paid best in 1918 and a very small farm in 1921, 
on the average. The coefficients of correlations, between size 
of farm and farm profits for the two years, shows this for 1918 
and 1921. It must be remembered that these years were very 
unusual and that no doubt for average conditions a medium 
size farm would return the greatest profit. 
The second reason, a submarginal return for labor as 
th e size of farm increases, is due to the fact that as each ad-
ditional unit costs more than its return the more units the great-
er the loss. The coefficient of correlation of months of man la-
bor and farm profits was - .5143. 
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The third reason for lack of profits on large farms is the 
lower building valuation per acre. This is not due to the fact 
that heavy building investment is profitable. In fact from the 
landlord's point of view, the higher the buildings valuation 
the lower the net return. The charge for the use of buildings 
is covered in the rent, and the rent charge does not sufficiently 
reflect differences in the productive service of buildings. There-
fore the higher the building valuation the more equipment a 
farm has for which no adequate charge is made. The operator 
is the gainer and the landlord the loser. Along with this heav-
ier building charge per acre there naturally follows a greater 
livestock production per acre. The more livestock per acre, it 
is to be remembered, the greater the profits. 
However, it made a difference as to the class of livestock. 
Pounds of pork per acre gave a higher profit than pounds of 
beef per acre, and this is the fourth reason for lack of profits 
on the larger farms, namely, a difference in farming type. Ap-
parently this is the main reason rather than the first one, which 
is usually assigned that of diminishing returns within a specific 
enterprise. The zero order coefficient of correlation between 
acres per farm with yield per acre of both corn and oats was 
practically zero. However, it is to be remembered, percenta:ge 
of the land in corn is inversely correlated with size of farm, 
while the percentage of the land in pasture is positively corre-
lated; and again, percentage of the land in corn is positively 
correlated with farm profits, and the percentage of land in 
pasture is negatively correlated. This shift in the relative 
magnitude of pasture and beef production with the size of farm, 
suggests the question, was beef production unprofitable because it 
was associated with expensive pasture, or was pasture unprofit, 
able because it did not pay to feed steers ? These and othel'-
similar questions we have attempted to answer by multiple cor" 
relation and the regression equation. 
The 190 zero order coefficients of correlations presented in... 
the appendix have been used to determine the coefficint 'of'mul-
tiple correlation and the regression coefficients. The 19 factors~ 
used as independent variables were acres operated, A; rent . 
charge per acre, B ; building value per acre, C; machinery value· 
per acre, D; percentage of the land in corn, E; percentage of: 
the land in oats, F; percentage of the land in hay, G; percent~ 
age of the land in pasture, H; corn yield per acre, I; oat yield,. 
.J; pork production per farm, K; beef production per farm, L; 
hog price per pound, M; beef price per pound, N; receipts from 
livestock products per 100 acres, 0; corn receipts per 100 acres, 
P; oats receipts per 100 acres, Q; months of man labor per farm, 
R; and pounds of dead hogs per farm, T. Farm profits, A, 
was used as the dependent variable. 
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The first step in solving this proble is to work out the 
-partial regression coefficients or path coefficients, as they are-
·sometimes called, for each of the indepeendent variables with 
the dependent variable, farm profits, X. 
The partial regression coefficients in themselves are of very 
little significance because variations in their size are influenced 
<quite largely by the variations in the standard deviations of the 
independent variables. Where the standard deviations are ap-
proximately of the same magnitude these partial regression 
·coefficients approach a partial coefficient of correlation. In 
farm organization data, however, where there is such a large· 
range in size of the standard deviations, it is not practical to· 
base interprerta tions on partial regression coefficients. 
The partial regression coefficient may be made use of in 
.selving the regression equation according to the formula, 
.... --.- Ux Ux 
X=Mx + ((3XA--) (A-MA) + ((3XB--) (B-Mn) 
Ux 
((3XT --) (T - M ) 
UT 
In which X = the predicated farm profits; Mx the mean of the-
actual farm profits; (3XA, (3XB, etc., the partial regression coeffi-
cients; and Ux, UA, us, etc., the standard deviation of the X, A 
and B variables. Solving this equation, the regression equation 
becomes X = - 4.5IA - I60.33B + 6.50C - 90.98D + I5.3IE 
- 6.42F - I2.97G - 2I.05H + 26.501 - 4.60J + .05331{ 
+ .006IL + 91.22M + I3.92N + 1.030 + .0575P + .2575Q 
- 95.00R - .02I5T + 699.94. This equation simply means that 
for a unit change in any of the independent variables there is 
a change in dollars, on the average, corresponding to the regres-
sion coefficient in the predicated X. For example, for every 
additional one percent of land in pasture the farm profits are 
decreased on the average $21.05, and for every pound of beef 
:produced the farm profits were increased on the average ap-
::prQximately .6 of a cent. 
A detailed description of the effect of each of these vari-
;ables on farm profits has already been given. However, the re-
"gression coeffiicients gives mathematically the net effect of each 
<one insofar as they are influenced by factors under considera-
·.tion. F·actors which have not been introduced have their in-
lluence on the factors under consideration. It may very well 
be that some of the factors omitted may be more important than 
some of t)mse included. This is easily illustrated by the case of 
machinery: value per acre. Here the regression coefficient is 
minus .91l9R This figure perhaps i&,as high as it is because horse 
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labor may be correlated inversely with profits and positively 
with machinery value per acre; or again, machinery value per 
acre may be positively correlated with tl':lf'tor operation which 
may also be negatively correlated with farm profits. If these 
last two assumptions were true, the regression coefficient of ma-
chinery value per acre would be near zero instead of minus 
90.98, if horse labor and tractor operation had been included in 
the problem. 
The second use to which the partial regression coefficients 
may be put is in determining the coefficient of multiple correla-
tion, R. Each of the 19 partial regression coefficients is mul-
tiplied by its corresponding coefficient of zero order. The re-
sulting coefficients of determination are added algebraically. 
Tnis coefficient is Re. This equals .6610 and R equals .8132. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation gives a measure of the de-
gree of success one would have in applying the regression equa-
tion to similar farms under similar conditions and predicating 
the farm profits. Stated in another way, if all the farms includ-
ed in this study (237) had the predicated farm profits figure X 
calculated according to the equation and a correlation was then 
run between the predicated profits X and the actual profits X, 
a correlation coefficient would be obtained equal to .8132 or 
exactly the same as R. ' 
The coefficient of multiple correlation is also used in de-
termining the standard error of estimate according to the 
formula 
aX'ABC . . . T=ax V 1- R2 
,-----::;~;:--~ Solving: aX'ABC ••. T=1473.4 V 1- .6610=858 
This means that if farms operating under conditions such 
as prevailed in this survey had a predicated farm profits figure 
calculated according to the regression equation the chances 
would be 2:1 that the actual profits would not vary more than 
$858 from the predicated profits. If nothing at all was known 
about the farm except that it operated under conditions simi-
lar to one of the farms in the survey the chances are 2:1 that 
the actual profits would not differ from the mean -1344 by more 
than $1473. In other words, by means of the regression equa-
tion one may guess 57 percent more accurately than if only the 
mean were known. 
This regression equation is based on farming conditions 
in Tama County in 1921. For other times and other locations 
the results obtained would apply only to the extent of similar 
conditions. With due credit to time and place, however, the 
formula may be applied with the accuracy indicated by the 
standard error of estimate. A farmer under similar conditions 
would combine together as many of the factors having a positive 
coefficient and as few of those with negative coefficients as 1s 
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technically possible in order to obtain the largest amount of 
profits. In 1921 a small one man farm operated with very little 
machinery, having a large percent of the land in corn and very 
little pasture, combined with as many hogs as he can raise with-
out excessive deaths, made the most money. 
It would be impossible and perhaps unwise for the farm-
er, even if he had the information at the time, to follow the sug-
gestion of the equation with absolute strictness. Tenant opera-
fors perhaps would have rented smaller farms, but the owner's 
area is more definitely fixed. Rents are determined by the ex-
pected income. For 1921, farmers in general expected higher 
returns; consequently, rents were out of line. An individual 
farmer might realize this condition in advance, but if he wants 
to utilize his equipment and stay in the farming business, he 
must pay the prevailing rent. Likewise an owner could not 
usually afford to rent out his farm for one year even if his 
neighbors were willing to pay a higher return for the use of 
the land than it would warrant, because the maladjustment is 
only temporary and the deterioration of his equipment and 
waste of his time would not be compensated for. Again a 
farm must be operated in view of long time effects and a high 
percentage of the land in corn may mean an excessive drain of 
the fertility of the soil so that the larger return in this year 
would be more than lost in future years. 
The hog enterprise paid remarkably well , yet many farm-
ers perhaps were wise in being content with their smaller vol-
ume in this respect. The hog enterprise if expanded to large 
dimensions tends to be unprofitable owing to excessive deaths. 
(rkx = .1937). 
The operator can modify his program only to a slight ex-
tent. His plant is fixed largely by past decisions and his oper-
ations must be guided by future economic and physical condi-
tions as well as present. The farmer should try to obtain the 
combination of enterprises which will best fit average or normal 
conditions, and be content with only minor changes that can 
easily be retracted, and that will fit best the unusual conditions 
which exist from time to time. Certain types of farms pay bet-
ter than other types with a given set of economic conditions. 
With violent fluctuations in business, as was experienced during 
the last decade, farmers are going to find themselves in various 
positions in the loss and gain column, both absolutely and rela-
tively. In general, in 1921 costs were too high to allow the av-
erage operator any profits, yet some farms made money. The 
coefficient of variation was 110 and the average profit was 
- $1350. The maximum was $2700 and the minimum - $6900. 
We turn now to the discussion of farm profits on the tenure 
basis. 
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TABLE XLII. SUMMARY INCOME, EXPENSES AND PROFITS. 
GROUPED BY TENURE. 
Dollars 
Owners 
Owners addi- Cash 
tiona! renters 
--- --- ---
Gross cash rent 2,045 2,073 1,885 
Landlord charges 
-
1,007 1,024 783 
--- --- ---
Net Tfmt 1,038 1,049 1,102 
Family, proprietor's labor 1,267 1,297 1,240 
Current expenses 1,801 1,994 1,549 
Depreciation 664 655 509 
Interest on working. capital 528 563 427 
---
--- ---
Total expense and allowances 5,298 5,558 4,827 
GrQss. income 3,793 4,134 3,474 
--- ---
---
Farm profit -1,505 -1,424 -1,352 
Share 
renters 
---
2,095 
805 
---
1,290 
1,200 
1,598 
477 
312 
---
4,877 
3,774 
---
-1,103 
Stoc k:-
shar e 
rente rs 
2,64 
88 
1,76 
1,22 
1,57 
55 
53 
5,65 
4,63 
-1 ,02 
4 
o 
4 
3 
4 
8 
7 
6 
4 
Table XLII shows the income, expenses and farm profits 
on the tenure basis. The stock share farms had the lowest loss 
of any group. This is to be expected in view of the high cattle 
and hog receipts per acre on these farms. These farms were al-
so able to keep down the current expense equal to the share 
tenants ni spite of the greater number of livestock. The grain 
Rhare farms were next to the stock share from standpoint of 
farm profits and $250 better off thall the cash renters. This is 
unexpected in view of the small amount of livestock per acre 
on these farms. The share renters had two percent more of 
their land in corn and the yield was one bushel per acre higher 
on the average than on cash rented farms. This would give 
them considerable more corn to dispose of than the cash renters. 
Their return from hogs was also approximately as high as 
that from cash renters, altho the income from cattle was about 
$200 less. This lower income from cattle, however, was offset by 
a $100 higher income from other livestock.9 
The lower capital investment of the share rent farmers 
saved them a little over $100 of expense. The owner and owner 
additional farmers suffered more than other farmers because 
of higher current expenses and higher capital charges. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PROFITS 
In the discussion so far, the farm business has been analyzed 
entirely from the standpoint of the farm as a unit. It remains 
to treat briefly the distribution of the farm income between the 
landlord and the operator. In the case of the owner and owner 
additional farms, the owner has been considered as two persons, 
the landlord and the operator. Distribution of the income to 
the landlord is shown in table XLIII. The share going to the 
landlord in each case is the net rent. The net rent has been 
9. The higher income from other livestock of t he c rop share farmers was 
largely due to a horse trader in their number, who rasied their income 
a bout $75. 
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TABLE XLIII. LANDLORD'S INCOME. 1921. GROUPED BY TENURE. 
Dollars 
Owners 
Owners addi-
tional 
--- ---
Net rent 1,038 1,049 
Landlord's crop risk* .. -55 
--- ---
Landlord's income 1,038 994 
Interest on mortgage 723 543 
--- ---
Net return 315 451 
--- ---Landlord'~ equity 36,721 46,707 
Percent on investment .857 .965 
Cash Share 
renters renters 
--- ---
1,102 1,290 
.. -630 
--- ---
1,102 660 
117 661 
--- ---
985 -1 
---
---
45,884 37,583 
2.146 .. 
Stoc 
sha 
rent 
k-
re 
ers 
1,7 
-899 
- 8 
2 
-
6 
58,4 
1.0 
64 
.. 
65 
65 
00 
02 
27 
• Differential between cash rent and actual rent paid. Loss to landlord 
in 1921. 
•• The lnndlurd's crop risk is miligated by $220 interest on investment and 
$41 labor. The crop risk would otherwise be $1,160. 
derived as explained on page 302, on the basis of the estimated 
cash rent. In order to adjust this to the actual rent on the dif-
ferent tenures the gain or loss arising out of giving a share of 
the crop or receipts must be adjusted. The owner-operated 
and cash rented farms 'were considered as being rented for 
cash, consequently there was no adjustment. The fall in crop 
prices in 1921 from the contract level at which the cash rents 
were contracted results in a differential between the cash rent 
and any type of share renting which was a loss to the landlord 
and a gain to the operator. This cut the landlord's income in 
two in the case of the crop share and stock share farms. How-
ever, in any case the return to the landlord on the total invest-
ment is not much greater than two percent. Assuming five per-
cent to be the normal return of similar investments, it is clear 
that the landlord hopes to make this difference from increases in 
land values. Landlords, however, have various amounts of 
mortgage on their farms and to arrive at the landlord's net in-
come on his investment the interest on the mortgage must be de-
ducted from his income. In the case of the share renting land-
lords, this completely wiped out the return and on some farms 
resulted in considerable loss. The low rate of return on the 
speculative value of land makes it necessary for the landlord 
to have approximately one-half of the equity in his own name, 
and considerably more than one-half if he assumes losses and 
gains due to weather conditions and changing price livels un-
less he is able to compensate with income from other sources. 
This is forcibly illustrated in 1921. The return to the share 
rent landlords having an investment of $37,583 was nothing and 
for no tenure group was this over $1000 or much over two 
percent on equity. Looking at the historical aspect of the land-
lord's income, we can explain the poor showing of 1921. Table 
XLIV gives the landlord's income, assets and liabliities for the 
three years. The net rent in 1913 and 1918 was even a smaller 
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TABLE XLIV. LANDLORD'S INCOME AND ASSETS, COMPARING 1913, 
1918 AND 1921. 
------------------~--~--~Per F~a-rm------~----~P~e-r~A-c-re------
~:_:_:___c_:c'C7'-------------1 1913 I 1918 I 1921 II 1913 I 1918 1 ~ 
Gross rent 1--1,034- 1--(53n--2~04nl- 5.0- 1-7.0 1 9.7 
Landlord charges 1-- 362-1- 579- 1-919- 11- 1.7 1 2.7 1 4.3 
Nee rent I 672-1-955-I-l;-i28--11---3~U_ 4-:n--5-,r 
Rea l estate I 40,717 I 55,833 I 51,983 II $197 1 25{cl- 246" 
Rate of return on inventory I 1-:7- 1-1.n-2~2-11-1.n-1.7 1 2.2 
percent of the valuation than in 1921. However, from 1913 to 
1918 land values were increasing on the average $11.50 per acre 
per year. This increase alone amounted to well over 5 percent 
in 1913 and when added to the return as rent, brought the 
total income up to 7 percent on the investment, 
Table XLV shows the operator's profits and the total family 
income for 1921. The farm profits figure must be adjusted by the 
differential arising out of rental contract as explained above 
to give the operator's profit. This differential was large enough 
to make the operator's profit $142 on stock share farms and to 
cut the operator 's loss to $473 on the crop share farms. The 
cash renters and owner-operators had operators' losses, of course, 
equal to the "farm profits," and the owner-additional opera-
tor's loss figure was not materially different from the "farm 
profit" figure. 
In order to arrive at total farm family income the opera-
tor's labor, the family labor, and the interest on working capital 
furnished by the operator must be added to the operator's pro-
fits as these items have been previously deducted to arrive at 
TABLE XLV. OPERATOR'S FAMILY INCOME, 1921. GROUPED BY 
TENURE. 
Dollars 
Owners Stock=-
Owners addi- Cash Share share 
tiona! renters renters renters 
--- --- --- ------ --
Farm profits -1,505 -1,424 -1,353 -1,103 -1,022 
Landlord's crop risk' .. 55 .. 603 1,160 
.--- --- --- --- ---
Operator's profits -1,505 -1,369 -1,353 -473 142 
Family labor 332 307 309 198 367 
Operator's labor 935 990 931 1,002 915 
Interest on operator's work-
ing capital 344 375 372 244 159 
--- --
----. 
--- ---
Total operator's family in-
come 106" 303 259 971 1,488 
--~ --- --- --- ---
Value of operating capital 6,777 7,035 5,337 3.898 3,970 
Ratio of income to operat-
ing capital .016 .043 .049 .249 .374 
, Differential between cash rent and actual rent paid. Loss to landlord 
and gain to operator in 1921. 
,. Total family income for owners and owners' additional includes net re-
turn on land plus total ope-rator's family income as given in the t:J.ble. 
I. 
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farm profits. For the owners, cash renters and owner-addit-
ional groups this sum was very small. The crop share renters 
showed a total family income of almost $1,000 and the stock 
share tenants an income of almost $1,500. The effect of type 
of lease on family income in a depression period is thus strik-
ingly revealed. The large income of the stock share and crop 
share families is futther emphasized by the much smalter capi-
tal investment of these two classes, a little over one-half as 
much as the owner and owner-additional classes. This is fur-
ther borne out by the ratio of family income of operators to 
operating capitl. This ratio rises from .016 for owners to .374 
for stock share renters. The owners and owners additional have 
an income from their land which must be added on. This gives 
them a family income above that of the cash renters, but de-
creases the ratio of their total income to total equity in the 
business. 
CONCLUSION 
It is perhaps quite worth while at the close of this bulletin 
briefly to summarize the restdts of the study as already pre-
sented. 
AS TO TYPES OF FARMING 
This study reveals that there have been but slight changes 
in the fundamentals of organization in this area in the eight 
years elapsing between the first survey and the last one. We 
find, however, some changes brought about as a result of the 
radical change in economic conditio~s. These are not so much 
in the cropping system, which seems to be rather inflexible, but 
in the livestock program. The production of meat animals is 
an elastic element in Corn Belt farming. It is much easier and 
more profitable for the farmer to attempt to meet changing eco-
nomic conditions by modifying his livestock enterprises than by 
changing his cropping system. 
Another striking thing in connection with physical and 
technical organization of these farms is that there is a wide 
variation in the elements of the organization as between differ-
ent farms in what may be termed the non-essentials and but 
little variation in the more essential elements. For example, we 
find extremely wide variations in the amount of pasture . carried, 
in the percentage of the land which is in oats, and in a number 
of other ' -things which contribute comparatively little to ' the 
total farm income; while there is but little var~a,tion in the per-
centage of the land devoted to corn. Corn is ·the primary .crop 
of the region, around which all the rest of the cropping sy§tem 
is built. 
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AS TO FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
The financial analysis of the farms indicates that this re-
gion is a fairly prosperous one under ordinary economic con-
. ditions. The resources are excellent, the technique of farming 
in the region reflects a fairly good adjustment to these resources, 
and the farmers, as a whole, are able to get ahead financially. 
The real test of the ability of these men to meet unfavorable 
economic conditions came in the depression following 1920, and 
is reflected in a remarkable way in the figures of 1921. It was 
only the exceptional man who could save himself from loss un-
der these conditions. The year 1921 in this community mark-
ed an actual dissipation of capital for most farmers. This does 
not mean merely a shrinkage of land values. It means the us-
ing up of actual physical capital such as buildings and ma-
chinery. It means that the income of these men was not suffi-
cient to meet current business outlays and living expenses. 
THE EFFICACY OF THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION METHOD 
From the results of our experimentation with the mul-
tiple correlation method on survey data carried on in this study, 
some rather definite conclusions can be drawn. In the first place, 
there are certain obvious difficulties which limit the usefulness 
of the method, necessitating qualifications of the findings which 
we obtain. Perhaps the most serious of these difficulties is that 
of getting quantitative measures and all of the factors influ-
encing profits. This is a difficulty common to any method of 
analyzing survey data. No means have been devised as yet of 
comparing the relative ability of farmers in their organization. 
and management functions on a quantitative basis. 'Without &. 
measure of this sort we cannot hope to have a complete analysi 
of the factors back of farm profits. Another difficulty arisea 
from the fact that most of the survey figures are estimates .or-
figures derived from the memory of the farmer instead of ac-· 
tual records and hence are subject to errors which in some caseS:. 
are rather serious. In the cross tabulation, analysis · ordinarily-
applied to survey data, these errors were not so serious, inas-
much as in most cases they were compensating in their nature .. 
The compensating error principle, however, does not protect~ 
the investigator from misinterpretation under the multiple cor- · 
relation method. A method which is based upon variations: 
of the individual data cannot be absolutely dependable unless 
these individual data are accurately stated. In the case of sur-
vey data, it must be said that while the items of most impor-
tance in income and other elements are essentially accurate in 
the case of most records, there is a considerable amount of in-
accuracy in minor items. . 
On , the other hand, we have found that the I comelation 
method has resulted in very definite benefits. In the,fillst place, 
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it furnishes a check upon the qualitative evidence which the 
survey yields and upon the crude analysis yielded by the cross 
tabulation method. Illustrations of this are found in two essen-
tial points in this study. In the first place, tabular analysis 
indicated a very marked effect of the size of business on profits. 
In the survey of 1913 and 1918, this factor has a positive influ-
cnce on profits, and in 1921, under a different set of economic 
conditions, it manifested itself as a depressing influence. Our 
multiple correlation analysis, by isolating the influence, has 
shown it to be very much less important in both directions than 
was previously supposed. Another example is that of utiliza-
tion of feeds. With the great disparity betwecn feed prices 
and prices of livestock in 1921 which favored the utilization of 
grain by feeding rather than by selling, we expected to find a 
very high degree of correlation. Our analysis showed that this 
in itself was not so important as we had expected. In these and 
other ways the results of our use of the correlation method has 
led us to believe that it is an indispensable addition to survey 
technique. 
LIMITATION TO INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Similarly, it is necessary to caution against too free an in-
terpretation of the results of this study as reported. Due to 
the unusual economic conditions, a great many reactions were 
found which do not represent normal conditions and should not 
be made the basis of generalization without due consideration 
to the casual conditions. Likewise it should be kept in mind 
tnnt the hl'lT''l of t hl" ':C' lCL c~cnt adjll ~tme ' ts to a ~pecific 
set of natUl'al resources. What is true with reference to crop 
selection, size of business, and many other elements, so far as 
these farms ar concerned cannot be applied without qualifications 
to farms of areas where conditions are decidedly different. The 
readers of this bulletin should keep these qualifications in mind. 
APPENDIX 
Application of Correlation Method to Farm 01'ganization and 
Management Data 
The following tables present the results of calculation of 
-coefficients of correlation, most of which have been referred to 
in the body of the foregoing text. The figures of tables I, II, 
;and III were worked out by the Bureau of Agricultural Econo-
mics of the United States Department of Agriculture on the 
basis of data obtained by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Tables II and III appear in an article entitled, "On 
the Use of Partial Correlation in the Analysis of Farm Manage-
ment Data," by Mordecai Ezekiel in the Journal of Farm Eco-
nomics for October, 1923. The six tables are presented here in 
order to afford a condensed summary of the entire results of the 
calcula tio)1s. 
APPENDIX TABLE 1. COEFFICIENTS OF GROSS CORRELATION AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS. 
(Data from 965 farm business-analysis survey records, Blackhawk, Tama and Grundy Counties, Iowa, 1913. 
--------,-V.-:a"""r'"'ia"b"le=-=s,...--------,'-TB,--'-'C..-,--nT;;--" ---"G"-'---;I;---Ko..-""""',"'-D"'---;I---OE ~" M N 0 PHI W , S R , Units Means 
Total acres B!f! .99 .88 .72' .75 .94 -.0'2 -.1-4--
Acres in crops .64 .54 .72 .87 -.14 .02 
Productive animal units 1. 55 .46 .73 .43 -.28 
04 .10 .25 .36 .11 .06 .37 .08 .08 .05 
I 19 -.15 -.26 .18 -.19 .23 .48 -.11 .07 .03 100 acres 145.5 acres 31 .45 -.11 .63 .25 - . 43 -.01 .14 .22 .04 20 units 45.7 A. U. 08 .06 -.07 .27 -.10 .00 .14 -.02 .16 -.14 5 mos. 22.4 mo. Months of man labor KG I ! 1.68 .74 .07 .00 
Total capital 2.16 -.05 - .12 
100 acres I 206.9 acres 
05 .14 -.23 .41 -.09 -.01 .31 -.01 .23 -.09 $10,000 $46.027 
.26 .10 .41 .26 -.49 -.37 "'"orking capital in % of total cap. 1.12 -.17 
Percent of area---corn D \ 1.05 1-· 
Percent of area-small grains E 1. 
Percent of area-hay and pasture F 
Percent of receipts-dairy products M 
Percent of receipts---cattle N 
Percent ofreceipts-5wine 0 
Percent of recelpts---crops P 
Crop acres per horse H 
Livestock index W 
39 
03 -.62 
11 -.73 
1. 53 
- . 02 -.34 
-.11 -.35 
.07 .50 
1.55 -.10 
1.46 
-.16 .35 .04 
-.21 .41 .29 
.27 -.51 -.23 
-.04 -.25 -.15 
-.06 -.44 .01 
1.86 -.59 -.18 
2.34 .27 
1.21 
.22 .20 .14 3% 11.6% 
-.06 -.04 .22 8% 33 % 
-.18 -.18 .02 8% 26 % 
.16 .12 -.16 8% 37 % 
.22 - . 06 -.06 6 % 6.3% 
.12 .14 -.15 10% 19.7% 
.54 .02 .15 10% 26.4% 
-.47 -.07 .03 10% 30.9% 
.12 -.16 .03 5 acres 20.7 acres 
1.17 .22 .43 30 points 100 
1.01 .26 15 points, 100 Crop index S Labor income R ___ _ _______ ____ ___ ___ _ _ _ I I 1.00 $1,000 I $306 
The figures at the cell where both stub and heading are the same give the standa rd deviation of that variable. 'I'hus of B = .990. The figures where two variables inter-
cept give the gross correlation of the two variables. Thus rBC = .878. 
The last column gives the unit ... in which the standard deviations are staled. 
APPENDIX TABLE II. COEFFICIENTS OF NET COR.RELATION BETWEEN E.\CH PAIR OF SIXTEEN VARIABLES. 
(965 F a rms. Iowa: 1913) 
("With effect of other 14 eliminated in each cas e) 
Mos. 1 I 'Work- P ercent of Percent of receipts I 
Acres I pr~duc- of ing a rea in from '\ Crop Variables correlated in t~ve man ! Total capi tal - - - - -,---1 acres crops anH~al labor capital percent I Small I Hay & Dairy per I umts used i I of Corn I . pas- prod- I Cattle Swine I Crops II horse total grams ture ucts I I 
oml acres T 
A 
P 
M 
T 
W 
P 
P 
1 
P 
P 
P 
P 
C 
L 
C 
+.13" -.04 1 +.21 + . 05 -!-.H :1+.42 1 +.51 , +.47 'I - .12 I -.45 I .21 I -L .l0 II +.50 I 
cres in crops +- .52 + .51 -. 07 -. ~8 1- 4.: I -. 41 I -.45 I i - .1 6 I -.]5 I -.1·1 I 
+ .
25
11 
+. 32 
roductive animal units 
-.70 t ,G9 t ·80 l't· 76 , + .74 I t· 75 ' i t ·32 I + .15 I +.33 I -.25 -.10 onths of man labor .H ,.49 I . 16 I + .46 I . 44 I I - . :: 0 I + .19 I + .?4 I -.22 -.36 
oial capital 
-. 80 '-.74 I -.74 , -.75 I I -.11 I +.36 I +.00" t 03 -.32 orking capital-Pct. of total cap. :- -. n I -.93 I 
-.91 II -.11 I + .2 ' I -.0·\ I , .14 I -. 25 e-rcent of area in corn I' I -.99 I -.99 I -.15 I +.25 I -.03 I ri511 -.21 ercent of area in small grains II I I - . 99 , -.14 I + .27 I -.01 I -.21 -'ercent of area in hny & pasture II I I II -.14 I +.29 , -.00" .1811 -.22 ct. farm receipts, dairy products II I I I +.43 I -.55 I - 24 t· 03 ercent farm receipts from cattle II I I I I -.62 I 
=l! Ii 
.:<9 
ercent farm receipts from swine II I I II I I I +.09 ercent farm receipts from crops I , II I I I -.02 
rop acres per horse II I I II I I I iveslock index 
I 
I I II I I I 
.!:.op_ index 
--------
II I I 
---
II I I I 
Live- I 
stock Crop 
index index 
I 
.In , .45 
+.09 , -.15 
-.29 I t· 04 -.15, .11 
+.22 I +.39 
+.27 I +.17 
+.26 I +.11 
+.24 I +.12 
+.24 , +.13 
+.41 I +.18 
+.12 I -.29 
+.48 I -.25 
-.10 I +.13 
+. 38 1 t· 08 .26 
1. With a sample of 965 cases, the probable error for a coefficient of correlation of 0.00 would be ± .022 For this reason, the probable errOr of the different 
coefficients IS not shown; any coefficient of .08 or larger may b e cons ide red to be due to olhe r causes than chance. 
2. Coefficient with a value smaller tha n .005. 
APPENDIX TABLE IV. COEFFlCIE TS OF GROSS CORRELATION 
(Data from 237 farm business-analysis surve records, Tama County. Iowa. 1921). 
Lbs. Lbs. , 
1 Rent Bldg. IMach in. Percent Percent Percent Percent Corn Oat pork beef Hog Cattle L. S. Corn Oats Hrs. Lbs. Acres charge value value of land of lan d of land of land yield yield prc)- pro- price price prod. r ecto recto maD dead Farm 
oper per per per in corn in oats in hay in pas- per per dud duct per per reet. I per per labo~ hogs pro-
aere acre I acre ture acre acre per per lb. lb. ner 100 A. 100 A. per per fits farm farm 100 A. farm farm 
I A I B I C I D I E I F I G I H I I I J I K I L I M I N I 0 I P I Q I R I T I X 
A 1.00 .10 .25 I .28 I .15 I .05 .09 .23 .06 .06 I 
.36 I .51 I .03 
I 
.15 .25 .10 I .01 .65 I .14 I .44 13 1.00 .09 .11 I .07 I .Ofi -.02 -.09 .14 .11 .12 1 -.04 I - OJ .01 .O,i .15 I .04 .00 1-.13 -.18 C 1.00 
I 
.~I 1-.04 I -.lX .05 .07 .20 -.02 .04 I .05 I .11 .01 .51 -.07 -.12 - . 02 1-.09 I .19 
D 1.(;0 1-.01 I -.09 -.05 .04 .16 .04 I .03 1-.02 1-.01 - .11 .10 .17 . 02 .12 1-.06 1-.12 ]~ I 1. 00 I .04 -.20 -.59 .02 .16 -.05 1-.15 1-.09 I -.09 -.05 .37 .13 - . 00 1-.08 I .16 
Ii' I I I 1.00 -.24 -.55 -.08 .22 -.09 1-.22 1-.17 I .06 -.09 .24 .45 .01 1-.10 1-.03 G I I 1.00 -.11 .05 -.21 1 -.11 1-.09 I .09 -.06 .08 -.13 -.16 .02 .10 1-.02 H I I 1. 00 .05 -.17 I .18 I .32 I .09 .06 .01 -.37 -.28 -.00 .04 1-.12 
I I I I 1.00 .28 I .12 I . 22 I .00 -.01 .02 .05 - . 04 -.02 -.12 I .16 
J 
I 
I I 1.00 I .16 I .11 I .11 -.07 -.10 -.02 .18 .08 -.13 1-.01 K I I 1.00 I .:19 I .02 .05 -.OJ -.~9 -.21 I .~3 -.19 I .11 
L I I I LOn I .11; .07 -.11 -.29 -.19 I .43 .01 1-.15 
M I I I I 1.00 .08 .03 -.13 -.17 I .05 .01 I .11 N 
I 
I I I I I 1. 00 -.17 -.11 .04 .06 .00 I .01 
0 I I I I 
1 
1.00 -.06 -.06 -.05 -.08 I .!!3 
P I I I I 
1 
1.00 .44 
1-.12 
-.07 1-.07 
Q I I I I 1.00 -.08 -.03 1-.06 
R 
I 
I I I· I I I 1.00 .09 1-.51 T I I I I I 1.00 1-.13 X I I I I I I I 1.00 
321 
APPENDIX TABLE III. NET RELATIONS OF 16 FACTORS TO LABOR 
INCOME, ELIMINATING THE EFFECT OF THE OTHER 15. 
(965 Farms, Iowa, 1913.) 
On the average, each additional 
Increased 
labor 
income1 
Closeness 
of the rela-
tion coeffi-
cient of net 
correlation' 
Acre in crops .................................. $ 12.33 +.319 
{';;~du~~fv!n aC;;':!::1 'u~it'::::::::::::::::: :::: ::: -Ut ±:8j~ 
Month of man labor. .................... ...... . -51.88 -.275 
Hundred dollars of capital .................... -3.62 -.188 
Percent of working capital (of total capital) ... 125.87 ! 141 
Percent of area in corn.... .... .. . ..... . .... .. . 120.73 :185 
Percent of area in small grain.... .. . ...... .. .. 111.16 .154 
Percent of area in hay or pasture .......... .. . 108.03 .152 
Percent of receipt;; !rom dairy products....... -5.76 -.091 
percent of receipts from cattle................ -16.68 -.167 
Percent of receipts from swine................ -13.54 -.188 
Percent of receipts from crops .... . ....... . . . . -2.49 -.047 
Crop acre per horse.............. . ............ -7.55 -.085 
Point on livestock index .................... ... 17.99 +.528 
Point on crop index .......................... _ _ -.:1c:.7..:..'-92=-_ _ _ _ +, .300 
1. The minus sign (-) denotes decrease. 
2. The P. E. for a coefficient of I' = 0 would be ± .022; h ence any coeffi-
cient of .08 or larger may be considered to be due to other causes than 
chance. 
APPENDIX TABLE VI. NET RELATION OF EACH OF NINETEEN 
FAC'l'ORS TO FARM PROFITS. ELIMINATING THE EFFECTS OF 
THE OTHER EIGHTEEN 
(237 Frms, Iowa, 1913) 
On the Average, Each Additional 
Acres operated 
Rent charge per acre 
Building value per acre 
Machinery value per acre 
Percent of land in corn 
Percent of land in oats 
Percent of land in hay 
Percent of land in pasture 
Corn yield per acre 
Oat yield per acre , 
Pounds of pork produced per farm 
Pounds of beef produced per farm 
Hog price per pound 
Beef price per pound 
Livestock products receipts per 100 acres 
~orn receipts per 100 acres 
Oat receipts per 100 acres 
Months of man la.bor per farm 
Pounds of dead hogs per farm 
"Minus sign denotes decrease 
Increased 
farm profits" 
-4.51 
-160.33 
6.50 
-90.98 
15.31 
-6.42 
-1.2.97 
-21.05 
26.50 
-4.60 
.0533 
.0061 
91.22 
13.92 
1.03 
.0575 
.2575 
-95.00 
-.0215 
R 
B 
o 
P 
B 
L 
C 
o 
M 
P 
Variables 
... 
Farm profi ts 
APPENDIX TABLE V. STATISTICAL CONSTANTS 
\Data from 237 farm business analysis survey records, Tama County, 1921) • 
Zero 
Sym Arith- Stan- Coeffi- Path order 
metic dard cients coeffi- coe ffi-
means devi- of cients cients 
ation vari- be- be-
ation tween tween 
inde- inde-
pend- pend-
ent & ent & 
de- de-
pend- pend-
ent va- ent va-
riables riables 
, , on, n:! 84. 19 1 41.09 .26 
! 
.44 
2 53 25.46 - .28 -.18 
28.25 73.17 .12 .19 
5.04 62.08 .31 -.12 
>1 8.89 26.42 .09 
I 
.16 
I 8.90 1 40.85 -.04 -.03 
~~ 5. 68 1 56.61 -.05 -.02 , 11.48 44.57 - .16 -.12 
> 8.85 16.62 .16 I .16 : 9.92 32.29 -.03 -.01 :~ 12,060.00 65.12 .44 .11 
I 9,300.00 88.13 .04 - .15 
!I 
2.20 26.45 ' .14 .11 
6:30 114.00 .06 .01 
234 .03 167.50 .16 .23 
266 .28 128.'61 .01 -.07 
108.14 142.72 , .02 -.06 
:\ 8.24 38.45 -.53 -.51 3,013.36 172.24 
X 1,344.001 1,473.4 1 110.00 1 
Coeffi-
cients 
of de-
term in-
ation 
I .11 
I .05 
I .02 .04 
I . 02 
I 
I 
I .02 
I .03 
I 
I .05 
I -.01 
I .01 
I 
I .04 
I 
I 
I .27 
R'=.6610 
R =.8131 
Coeffi-
cients 
of net 
regres-
sion 
I 
I 4.51 
I -160.33 
I 6.50 
I -90.98 
15.31 
-6.42 
-12.97 
-21.05 
26.50 
-4.60 
. 05 ~ ~ 
.006] 
91.22 
13.92 
1.0~ 
.0575 
.2575 
-95.00 
0>.> 
~ 
~ 
